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Ann Arbor D Jackson
Railway
Pirst ur lene1 Ypsilanti for Detroit at ,:15 a. m.
Every half hour thereafter until 9:15 p. m. Thea at
10: lj and 11 :45 p. m.
First car leave• Detroit for Aun Arbor at 6:30 a. m.
Every half hour thereafter until 9 p. m. Tba at 10
and 11:15 p. m.
First car Ann Arbor to Jac:kaon at 7:JO a. 111,, ud
hourly until 11 :30 p. m.
First car Jackson to AllD Arbor at , a. m., u4
hourly until 10 p. m.
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FOUNTAIN PENS ••
Gold, and Warranted in every respect for

•• ONE DOLLAR ••
and every other School Supply a little cheaper and
better than an,where else, always to be
fo u n d at

••

FRANK SMITH'S • •

104 Con&reH St.

Pleuecair

•••• DO YOU KNOW ••••
that you can buy Hart, Schaffner & Ma.rx Clothing In Ypsilanti?
hy! the best dressed students in the College a.II wea.r them. Buy
them of C. S. V/OR.TLE.Y & CO., they have all the new things ln
Men' a Wearing Apparel.

,v

Sullivan-Cook Co.

Department SI are of ......

W. H. SWEET&SON
Ypsilanti, Mich,

WE OCCUPY THREE FLOORS FOR SALESROOMS
A WORD TO NORMAL COLLtGE
•

Clothiers

ORADUATES

•

Mrs. Neil Corra1:zi who 11 In our employ
and has charge of ovr Dress Making Depart
ment, Is an acknowledged artist in Pinc
Drcs• Making. We wish to make your irrad
uating dress and have now in stock a beauti
ful line of fine material in both white and
tinted shades. Let us susnrcst thnt you con
sult Mrs. Corraui who will be pleased to
•�sist y,,u in y1,ur selection of ntat�rial if de·
sir<"d. aud leave your order at a very
cKrly d,dc. The dress when completed
By
vou -lo not pay for until wanted.
act:�J'ltio2 our offer you will s�cure your
dress in season ar..d avoid t h c r u s h.

a.nd

Furnishers

fl, nrry • very larg, ,leek of Goods whlcb •• olfer at Low Prlcn
for fire! Clan Goods W\ ruptttfully sollclt your palronage.
Banking Department

Tpall11ntl.

•

•

Checks cuhed 11 par

Mleht,an

·-----------ID·

If it Is out of order, take it, and all
broken jewelry, to

Brabb

the

Jeweller

(�VER

The Students'
Photographer

ttT•• tile •••tefflce

ADVERTISEMENTS

Spring Styles In

e,1DQ1111tcr, for 'Rormat StuDCQfa

MILLINERY

11for11
OTMNAalUM a11os•

An unusually complete ,5tock

P. Ci Sherwood & Son

CALL AND SE.E OUR GOODS
TUeBN•U

meo•.,.....

Mrs. N. T. Bacon

JUI l(n�, of ,sp1lr wost

No. 232 Congress St.

Shoes
�
Repaired 11111

CAUL CLUB
RATES

ea yoar way te tbe Peat t>fflce
Coraer rearl and Waahlaato•,r

• MATT' DUFFY.,
• • • jffne 1Dr\2 (l;oobs

• •

•

Iii

• •••• }1psllant1

rJ

Dentist

'UUlooltex <Iloalts

128 aongress St.

312 Ellis St.

'D. S�ALSBURY, D. D. S•

------::an�::------

mert b. <Iomstoch ·

$2.25

en1oe eor. eoa.•re•• aa.d Wa•bl••toa. Sta
t>ver Rora.er Broa • Shoe Store

Lecal .Rnaestbctlc for Palate•• Extractlea

Pai111Re5s Dentnstry
AT THE

ORATIOT DIENTAL PARLORS
By all modem methods. Lowest prices, with a written guarantee for 5 years.
Our Parlors are the largest and best equipped in Ypsilanti. We have offices in
all principal cities in Michigan. Students will receive a discount of 10 per cent
on all work. Kindly call and inspect our parlors and get estimates on your work
free.

PRONB IC)IJ
LRDY RTTl$NDKIIT

C111rtffs !Bilock, YpsUarnti

AD\'J,:RTISEMEN TS

Get the
Best
-'1Ji,-NORMAL CONSERVATORY Of MUSIC I =
TEACHERS and PUPILS'
'Frt4,ric H. Ptase, 1Jirerfor
� �

A

FACULTY
Plano

MISS ALICE l,OWDF:N
•Miss :MYJU I,. BIII.D
MR• .lllTllOa BOSTICK
M:as. JBSSIB P. SClllMGEll
Jilli.. F. I,. YOllll:
lda. MINOR WHITE
Orcan

Ma.. YOlllt

Ma. HOWAlll) BllOWN
Ma. FRP.:DBIUC PBASB
Violin
Violoncello

w.

NEW, RELIABLE AND BEAUTIFUL WORK <JF
REFERENCE in three volumes, edited by B. r. Holst
A. M., for the homes. schools and collesres of America.
It has over 2,200 pa11:es, quarto size, is absolutely new, and
treats thousands of selected topics. Many prominent edu.
cators have already recommended it for 11:eneral use.
Samples pages furnished on application
AGENTS WANTED

THE HOLST PUBLISHING CO.
BOONE, IOWA

I J. H.

Mrss ABBA OWEN

MR. H.

CYCLOPAEDIA

SAMSON

Wortley
.;I,

Ytre lfnsurance
1'eal .lEstate l3ongbt
anb Solb
1:>omes 1Renteb
monel] '.lLoaneb

V<>lce Culture and Slncln&

*MISS BIRD

MR. FRllD ELLIS
MISS CARRii! TOWNl!ll
MR, ::liARSllALL PIIASB
MR. and MRS. flRRDRlllC PnASR
Italian

MISS ELLEN C. WORTLEY
For circulars concerninJ!.' terms

,,,,a

toitio11, 11pply "1 th, 1Ji11cto1

No. 109 Pearl St.

*studying in Europe

STUDENTS

Horoer
Brotbers

l'1ake this you, necusity store. 11-e'be so many
articles which are in constant use in the homes
a11d rooms as well as a full table supply.
E.btry article is guaranteed and our prices are
allvays correct.

The lost Reliable

Shoe Dealers

DAVIS & CO.

Cordially invite all students
to make their headquarters
at their store. No. 130 eon
gress Street.

On the Corner

P. J. Snyder

8. W. Ferguson

"SOROSIS"
JENNESS MILLER
and ULTR! SPECIALTIES

Ferguson & Snyder
•• Dulers In•••

Groceries and Provisions
123 CONGRESS ST,

'PHONE NO, 70

Our aim is to furnish good goods at honest prices. May
.,·e !:>en·c you in any" ay?

.;I,

1\ nice line of 1)atent '.leather $boes anb 1)art-e Slippers, 'lthc
onll? �tgulntion G2111naslum Sbocs.
1Rubbcr1 �catl11 ftttcb,

Watcb our ,�inbows tor

"r h.e La:tes1;

N o r m a. I C o. l i e g e N e w- s
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CONTE.NTS

PACI!

FRONTISPIECE
HOLY WEEK AND EAS'l'ER IN ITAI,V
THE SCH0014:\1ASTER IX DICKENS
SOME COMMENTS AND A PROPHECY
THE LEGEND OF BENOXA
vroun (poem)
DEPARTMENTAL
THE LIBRARY
EDITORIAL
IX ME�10RIAM
ALUMNI
A NORMAL SON<� (poem)
ATHI4ETICS
LOCALS

li3
175
178
180
183
15-t
18')

190
191
192
193
194
196
199
200
200
202

S. C. A.

LYCEUl\I
FRATERNITIES
EXCHANGES

DIRF..CTORY

Literary Societies
ATHl-;�EUM SOClF.TY

Chas. H. Jonfan
• De"'itt Squires
::l,Iargaret Feeley

President
Vice- President
Secretary

01.V:.IPIC SOCI!;TY

Ernest E. Knight
• Ethel Plowman
Jean :\IcKay

President
Vice-President
Secretary

CRESCJ-;XT SOCil!TV

• Chas. ):t. :Novak
Mary Perkins
Margaret Clement

President
V ace· Presideu t
Secretary
Wl!BSTER er.UH

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

H. E. Rice
G. C Smith
Cyru.. 'l'remper
B. \. \Vood

ATHI.ETIC ASSOCIATIO:-.'

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Football Manager
Baseball Manager
Basketball Manager
Tra<'k Team.. Manager
M· I. A. A. Director
Editor

- W. D . Smith
Geo. Wilson
Edward Kinsler
Prof. Dimon H. Roberts
Richard Smith
::-Sewell Wallace
C. B. Jordan
• Frank Kruze
Fred Scovell
W. \\'. Morris

LDICOLX CI.UH

President
Vice-President
Secretary

Bryon Odie
C. B. Jordan
A. II. Graham
PORTIA CI.UB

President
Vice- President
Secretary

F.lisabeth Wilson
· Margaret Lockwood
Margaret Clement

Y. M. C. A.

President
Vice-President
Corresponding Secretary

:\Ir. :\kKay
- Ray E. ,\lien
Harry Rawdon

Y. W. C. A ,

President ·
Vice-President
General Secretary

Em Jun.:
Im Bliss
Katherine Closz

Churches of Ypslla.nti

Baptist- Corne1 Cross ancl Washington Sts., Rev.
James Brown, pastor.
Catlmlic- Corner Cross and Hamilton Sts . , ReY.
Father Frank Kennedy, pastor.
Congregational-Corner Adams am1 Emmet Sts.,
ReY. Arthur Beach, pastor.
Episcopal-·Huron St., Rev. William Gardam,
rector.
Methodist-Corner \Vashington and Ellis Sts., Rev.
Charles Allen, pastor.
Presbyterian-Corner \Vashington and Emmet Sts .
Rev. Robert K. \Vharton, pastor.

l!;astrr [' i m t'
' ' l11�, l1.a11 o u t l l 1 l 1 r n �;1 l rntly 11nfo l b
U: lmr b rn1y

rnr,,
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Holy Week. and E.aster in Italy

T

HROUGHOUT Italy the services during
Holy Week,beginningwith Palm Sun
day and ending with Easter Day are much the
same, differing only in pomp and ceremony,
from the humblest village with its poor priest
and peasant people to the imposing services in
the city of Rome, with Bishops, Cardinals and
the Pope. The palms are blessed in every
church on Palm Sunday, and the streets are
crowded with the faithful as they go to their
homes, each one carrying a tiny branch of the
blessed palm.
On Wednesday of Holy Week is the service
of the Tenebrre. The churches are dark save
for the candles on the altar, and one by one
they are extinguished as the solemn words of
the Miserere are chanted. This is a most
impressive service, with its beautiful minor
music and the crowds kneeling in the dim
light.
On :'.\i!aundy Thursday the Host is taken
from the high altar and placed on a side
altar.
Flowers are arranged around the
altar to represent a tomb and among them
are placed the spear, the nails, the crown of
thorns, and paste-board figures of the Roman
soldiers. Everything is done to make the
picture more vivid for this simple people.
In Florence, as in others of the larger
Italian cities, occurs the ceremony of the
washing of the feet. The mass is celebrated
with much pomp, after which twelve old men
come tottering in, dressed in white. The
Archbishops followed by bishops and priests,
carrying a silver bowl and linen towels, pro
ceed before the old men, who have been strug
gling to remove their stockings. The cere
mony itself is brief, and is intended to be only
symbolic of the Lord's service.

The sight of the crowds of Italians in this
old cathedral where Savonarola thundered his
denunciations, with their earnest excited faces
and childlike faith is most touching. ' ' The
Chnrch" with its magnific�nce of ceremony,
art and architecture is the people's own-it
seems infinitely remote at times, but these
simple folk understand it and love it.
Good Friday is the sadly solemn day of the
week. The crowds are very quiet, and the
services are without music and most simple.
On Saturday morning a sen·ice is held in
Florence, which has no counterpart in Italy or
elsewhere. The peasants and the children
love it. The cathedral is crowded to the doors
with the contadini. \Ve fancy we see Tessa
and Tito-for they are surely the same people
one met on the streets of Florence in the days
of Romola.
There is a brief service, during which in the
square in front of the Duomo, stands a large
carved oaken cabinet, on wheels,drawn by four
white oxen. Over their horns and about their
bodies are wreaths of flowers. It all suggests
a triumphal chariot from a Greek frieze.
Inside of the cabinet is supposed to be a piece
of the Holy Sepulchre which a member of the
Pazzi family, a noble knight, brought from
Jerusalem centuries ago.
The service is called "The Flight of the
Dove. " Over the high altar is suspended a
white dove, and from it, leads a wire down
through the Duomo, to the wagon outside of the
door. The service proceeds, thousands of eyes
are anxiously watching the dove. The priests
still chant }he penitential psalms, when sud
denly a gun booms. The bells in Giotto 's
Campanile peal forth, and countless bells
answer. It is noon, and the Fast is over !
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At this moment the dove whizzes down the
wire until it reaches the wagon, where by some
mysterious (to the trusting contadini) mechan
ism, fireworks are sent off about the wagon.
As the dove's flight is straight and true, or
uncertain, the crops depend for the coming
summer, so it is no wonder that these brown
eyed children of the Campagna have an anxious
interest in this pretty ceremony.
From the Duomo, the cabinet is drawn by
the four white oxen through the streets of
Florence until the ancient home of the Pazzi
family is reached, where more fireworks are
sent off.
On Easter morning the little maid who came
to our door to waken us, called " Buona Pas
qua Signora ! " It is the glad refrain of the
day, and friend and stranger meet you with
this greeting. Eggs are served in innumerable
ways at breakfast. At our pension we found
at our plates a pretty bunch of anemones and
jonquils. Various dishes suggested the day,
especially in decoration,and the crowning glory
was the dessert for dinner, an elaborate and
lofty structure of some kind. surmounted a
large chocolate lamb !
The services in all the churches are beauti
ful and impressive as music and art can make
them. Tiring, however, of the crowd in one
of the great churches in Florence, we stepped
into a side chapel, where we found a motley
procession of serving men and maids, bearing
trays and baskets of hard- boiled eggs , the
shells having been removecl. A tired- looking
old priest absent-mindedly and perfunctorily
dipped a little brush in holy water and
sprinkled each lot, saying a few words of
benediction, and the servants departed with
their burdens of eggs now made blessed.
I am very sure every citizen of Flor
ence and all his family eat eggs on Easter,
and nobody commits the sacrilege of eating

one unblessed. This seemed a humble task
for the old priest, and I am sure he felt it, as
his brother priests were gorgeously vested and
celebrating mass before a great congregation,
and he was alone in an old cassock and a
worn -out cotta, seeing only the servants of
the city.
In Munich, the services are much the same
as in Italian churches, for Bavaria never came
under the spell of Luther and the Reformation.
A ceremony which I did not see in Italy is
observed on Easter even in Munich. It is
called the "Auferstehurg" or Resurrection,
and is very realistic. The Host having been
buried at an altar as remote as possible from
the High Altar on Holy Thursday, is
restored in the afternoon of Saturday
There is an elaborate musical service
in the chancel. The procession, gorgeously
vested, of archbishop, bishops, priests and
acolytes leave this chancel, proceeding to the
side altar. The Archbishop takes the Host
and in solemn procession returns it to the
High Altar, the vast congregation kneeling.
\Vhen once more on the altar, the bells peal
forth and the choir sings the Te Deum.
Easter Day in Munich is very interesting.
Even the old city itself is in gala dress ; the
artistic and historic pennants float in front of
the Residenz. The Prinz Regent and all the
nobles attend Mass, in Court dress, going
to their churches in the gorgeous state car
riages, with postillions and outriders. It is a
very pretty sight.
Officers in their gay uniforms, students with
their duel-scarred faces, scholarly -looking
professors, priests in cassocks, pretty German
girls with their mammas, and foreigners, fill
the square after the morning services and lis ten to the Court band, playing before the old
place. The sun shines and spring is in the
a1r.

L.

r---------

The Schoolmaster in Dickens
MINNIE G. SWEET

' ' LITERATURE is a criticism on life , "
said Arnold. Perhaps, then, it
will be interesting for us, soon to enter upon
our vacation as teachers, to make a brief study
of a few types of the schoolmaster as he is
portrayed by one of our well known authors.
We are indebted to Dickens for some very
interesting sketches of members of this pro
fession. It is said that when his books con 
taining these characterizations were published
he received letters from many an irate school master censuring him for being too personal
in his allusions.
In " Nicholas Nickleby, " we are introduced
to Mr. Squeers of Dotheboys Hall where boys
were "boarded, clothed, booked, washed, and
furnished with pocket money' '-at least so read
the advertisement. The school room was
bare and dirty ; the windows, originally of
glass, judging by the fragments of that mater
ial still to be seen here and there, were
stopped up with old copy books and paper.
Overhead were the bare rafters and cross
beams. The furniture consisted of two or
three benches and two, long, rickety desks
very much cut, notched, and inked. In this
room were gathered a number of boys of vari 
ous ages and sizes, whose pale joyless faces
seemed to reflect the desolation of their sur
roundings. Mr. Squeers appeared to be lack 
ing in that personal magnetism which is now
considered as a necessary qualification in a
teacher. He bad a low protruding forehead,
only one eye and that of a greenish gray color,
a very much wrinkled face, and a villainous
expression of countenance especially notice 
able when he smiled.
The boys' meals were served in the school
room. B reakfast usually consisted of a brown
composition, called porridge, ' 'which looked
like diluted pin cushions without covers. ' '
This was served in small wooden bowls, and
was eaten by means of ' ' a minute wedge of
brown bread" which was afterward devoured

by the hungry boys. The meal over, l\fr .
Squeers said solemnly, "For what we have
received, may the Lord make us truly thank 
ful"-and then went away to his own break 
fast. The noon and evening meals were not
much of an improvement on this one.
A brief account of the first class, which
included the larger boys and was designated
by Mr. Squeers as the first class in spelling
and philosophy, will give some idea of his
methods of teaching and the course of study
pursued. He was a firm believer in the labora
tory method of instruction. When one of the
boys spelled correctly the word window, he
was sentto clean the parlorwindows. Another
was asked to define the word horse. He
answered that a horse is a beast. " Since you
are perfect in that, go and look after my horse
and rub him down well or I' 11 rub you down, ' '
replied this very practical pedagogue. It is
evident that by the time these ' ' experiments
in practical philosophy" were completed, the
lesson was indelibly impressed upon the
minds of the pupils-and incidentallv the
schoolmaster was saved the expense of keep
ing a servant.
Although so progressive as to methods of
teaching, Mr. Squeers was more conservative
in the matter of discipline. He still clung to
the old precept, ' ' Spare the rod and spoil the
child. ' ' His pupib certainly were not spoiled.
If punishment had been in flicted only when
deserved by reason of some misdemeanor, it
would not have been so bard to bear ; but the
fact was that whenever Mr. Squeers was in an
ill humor for any reason whatever he always
vented his anger on any boy who might be
within easy reach. On one such occasion,
being vexed over some matter of business, he
looked at a little boy, who had just arrived at
the school and was sitting on a trunk near by,
to see if he was doing anything for which he
might be beaten ; ' · as he happened not to be
doing anything at all, lie merely boxed his
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ears and told him not to uo it again . ' ' Soon
after the little fellow sneezed. " 'What's that?"
growled the schoolmaster, turning around.
" NothinJr , ' ' replied the little boy, " Nothing?"
exclaimed Mr. Squeers. " Please, sir, I
sneezed , " replied the little boy. "Then what
did you say 'nothing' for?" demanded :Mr.
Squeers. The little fellow began to cry,
wherefore Mr. Squecrs knocked him off the
trunk with a blow on one side of the face and
knocked him on again with a blow on the
other. ' '
In ' ' Dombey and Son , ' ' we make the
acquaintance of Dr. Blimber. He is described
as a portly gentleman dressed always in a suit
of black ; having a bald head highly polished,
a deep voice, small eyes that were always half
shut, and a mouth that was always half
expanded into a grin so that whenever he
made even the most common observation "it
was like a sentiment from the Sphinx. ' '
The doctor's house was large nnd fine, but
not exceedingly homelike within. ' ' The tables
and chairs were put away in rows like figures
in a sum ; fires were so rarely lighted in the
rooms of ceremony, that they felt like wells,
and a visitor represented the bucket ; the din
ing room seemed the last place in the world
where any eating or drinking was likely to
occur ; there was no sound through all the
house but the ticking of a great clock in the
hall, which made itself audible in the very
garrets . ' '
Comparing Dr. Blimber with Mr. Squeers.
we find that they differed greatly both in
method and curriculum ; yet the results of Dr.
Blimber's teaching were even more disastrous.
' 'The doctor only undertook the charge of ten
young gentlemen ; but he had, always ready,
a supply of learning for a hundred on the low
est estimate ; and it was at once the business
and delight of his life to gorge the unhappy
ten with it. In fact. Dr. Blimber's establish
ment was a great hot house in which there
was a forcing apparatus incessantly at work.
All the boys blew before their time. :\Iental
green peas were produced at Christmas, and
intellectual asparagus all the year round.

Mathematical gooseberries ( very sour ones
too) were common at untimely seasons, and
from mere sprouts of bushes, under Dr.
Blimber's cultivation. Every description of
Greek and I,atin vegetable was got off the
driest twigs of boys, under the frostiest cir
cumstances. Nature was of no consequence
at all. No matter what a young gentleman
was intended to bear, Dr. Blimber made him
bear to pattern, somehow or other . ' ' It was
said that this system of forcing had some very
unhappy results as in the case of young Toots
who ' 'when he bega11 to have whiskers left off
having brains ; ' ' and that of little Paul Dom bey who, breaking down under the strain ,
retired to his little bed one night never to rise
again. "The young gentlemen knew no rest
from the pursuit of stony· hearted verbs, sav ·
age noun substantives, inflexible syntactic
passages, and ghosts of exercises that appear·
ed to them in their dreams. ' '
Xothing so undignified as a thrashing was
ever administered in this school. The favor
ite method of inflicting punishment upon any
one who was so unfortunate as to infringe
upon any of the rules of propriety, was to
require the repetition of a chapter from the
Greek Testament.
Perhaps the school that little David Copper
field first attended was presided over by the
most stern and cruel of all the schoolmasters
whom Dickens has made immortal. Even
Mr. Squeers seems almost angelic when
compared with Mr. Creacle. There has prob
ably never been a man who enjoyed his pro
fession more than he did. It furnished him
such a good opportunity to satisfy the cra,·ings
of his brutish nature. He seemed to take the
greatest delight in cutting at the boys with his
cane, and scoring and marking them unmerci ·
fully. Psually, half the hoys in the school
room were writhing and crying before the
day's work began and before the day's work
was over there were very few who had not
been the victim of his cruelty. He seemed to
enjoy greatly the distinction of being a "Tar
tar" as he himself expressed it, and never
lost an opportunity of impressing this fact
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upon the minds of all who were s o unfortunate
as to come under his control. At the begin
ning of a new term he usually encouraged
the trembling boys with some such exhorta
tions as ' ' Now boys1 this is a new half. Take
care what you are about in this half. Come
fresh up to your lessons, I advise you, for I
come fresh up to the punishment. I won't
flinch. It will be of no use rubbing yourselves ;
You won't rub the marks out that I shall give
you. �ow get to work every boy . "
Mr. Creacle was a very ignorant man. He
had been a small hep dealer and had taken to
the schooling business after being bankrupt in
hops and after having made away with all his
wife's money. He employed two assistants
who took charge of the class work, of which
he was incapable, thus leaving him free to
devote himself to the pleasure of flogging
the boys whenever opportunity offered.
A very decided contrast to Mr. Creacle was
Dr. Strong as he is sketched for us in ' ' David
Copperfield. " Dr. Strong was so kind-heart
ed that he was constantly besieged by all the
beggars of the neighborhood, and would have
taken his coat off his back to give to one who
might arouse his sympathy by a tale of dis
tress. His house was always overrun with a
host of poor relations ready to eat him out of
house and home.
The Doctor was of a meditative disposition,
and always looked at the ground as he walked.
Some of the boys thought this was attributable
to the fact that he was always looking for
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Greek roots with a view to a new dictionary
which he had planned to undertake, and some
fragments of which he always carried in his
pockets and in the lining of his hat. The work
on this dictionary did not progress very rapidly.
One of the boys who had a special aptitude
for mathematics made a calculation that at the
Doctor's present rate it might be completed in
about one thousand six hundred years count
ing from the Doctor's last, or sixty second
birthday.
Dr. Strong's school was an excellent one,
and the doctor himself the idol of his boys.
The school was managed on a sound principle.
In every case of discipline an appeal was
made to the honor and good faith of the boys,
and consequently they felt that they had a part
in the management of the school and were
responsible f.)r sustaining its good character.
Hence the boys were very much attached to
the school, studied with a good will, and were
a credit to the school and the Doctor. It would
have been a very mean boyindeed, who could
have taken advantage of the Doctor's kindness
and abused the confidence he placed in his
pupils.
When we remember that these descriptions,
though somewhat exaggerated, were founded
on fact, that they were widely read, and were
a means of awakening people to a realization
of the evils which existed in educational
methods, we must assign to Dickens no mean
place among promoters of educational reform.

(( D 'ckens raughr r�ar loving s)' rri p arh y i s r�e
hi g hesi 9 ual ificalio 1 oF a frue reac�er. '
-iu9 hes.

Some Comments and a Prophecy
A. J. PURKISS, '04, OLV�IPIC SOCIETY

G

LANCING back over the history of our
country, the mind is struck forcibly
with one fact, so self- evident as to need no
discussion, that of the unprecedented terri
torial expansion that has taken place. From
the original thirteen colonies as a nucleus, the
United States bas radiated in all possible
directions.
This growth, taking place as it did, in less
than a century, was one of the most remark
able the world bas ever seen. But we notice
one fact in connection with it, that it con
sisted merely in taking on lands which, with
the unimportant exception of Alaska, bor
dered on our own.
At the end of this
acquis�tive period, the nation was as compact
and unified in territory as in government.
Presto ! A change takes place. July 7 ,
1898, we annexed Hawaii. and early i n the fol
lowing year the Philippine group, Guam and
Porto Rico, were made territory of the United
States. Then, for the first time, was the
sovereignty of this republic made to extend
across the seas. The fortunes of war asserted
that we, no more than other nations, could
live by and for ourselves alone.
By the
simple act of annexation we stepped forth into
the arena of national life-a world power.
\Vas this act premature, unwise?
Should
we not better have adhered to the advice of
\Vashington, to keep aloof from European
affairs and alliances?
Have we reached the
zenith of our glory? Is there not as splendid
a career open to us as a world power, as we
had in the past as an exclusive nation? These
questions cannot but occur to each of us, and
their solution hinges upon the query whether
or not Wt! possess resources and capabilities
sufficient to maintain our present position as
the bead of the great agencies of civilization.
We are in the van of the nations. Our
great captains of industry lead the world.
Morgan, Vanderbilt, Jessup, and Stillman, as
financiers ; Rockefeller, Schwab, and Harri·

man, as organizers ; Edison, Bell, and Tesla,
in electricity ; Roosevelt and Hay, as states·
men-the list might be extended up into the
hundreds. There is not a single field of labor
into which America and Americans ha\•e not
entered and excelled. Farming by scientific
methods has doubled the productiveness of
our land. Our manufactured articles are
world -famed. Our national resources are
inexhaustible ; coal, steel, and copper ; a vast
soil teeming with vegetation ; all the requisites
of material prosperity are abundant.
The
secrets of electricity, which will undoubtedly
become the great industrial powers of the com
ing era, are fast being discovered in
America, and by Americans.
Our industrial
power is tremendous.
In most of the com
modities of life, we can undersell and overbid
any other nation on the globe.
Tims we see that we now have an influence
over the world that no other country e\·er
possessed. Whether we can maintain this
influence depends largely upon our character
as a people. If we were an unaggressive race,
of weak individuality, it would come to
naught. But the typical American is strong,
upright, fearless of mind, energetic, initiative,
quick in decision, determined in execution, a
very leader of men. A true American is an
embodiment of success. Success is innate in
him, and radiates from him.
His firm step
and fearless carriage proclaim it. He is mag
netic, powerful, a human dynamo. Failure is
not tolerated here ; true success is within the
reach of all.
''Straight from our mighty bow this truth is driven ;
They fail, and they alone, who have not striven . "

These are some o f the characteristics of
American society. Add to them shrewdness,
hard common sense, and an indomitable self
confidence and persistence, and you get a
combination that is unsurpassable, a combina
tion that has made America what it is to-day.
We have a wonderful industrial equipment to
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work with, and we are wonderfully able to
put that equipment to its best use.
Can there be a doubt in the mind of any
one that the step of the American republic
from a western hemisphere to a world power
was only a step from narrow, to practically un limited opportunities for good. We have bul
just entered upon a magnificent career, which
shall be to the past as the glare of the mid
day sun is to the flicker of a tallow candle, a·
career that shall embrace in its sr:ope the
transformation and Americanization of the
world.
I mean by the Americanization of the world,
the conversion of the world to the acceptation
of the American ideas of personal freedom ;
political and religious liberty ; the right of
every man to combat and overcome ; and make
for himself his own place in the world, regard
less of bis ancestry. I mean an expansion of
influence, not of territory, a world American 
ized by ideas, not by ironclads. It is coming,
as surely as to-morrow's sun. Foreign rulers
know it well. \Vhat means those half-defiant,

''T�e
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half-fearful snarlings from the thrones of the
Old World, the growling of the angry Russian
bear, holding in his clutches fifty million
serfs ; the union of England and Germany to
crush us commercially bv reciprocal tariff
agreements.
It means that they realize our
power and are foolishly afraid of it, forgetting
that we work for the good of others, not for
self-aggrandizement. They do not realize that
in the future, as in the past, our mighty influ
ence will be used for the exaltation of man kind ; for the spreading of our ideals, rather
than for our own exaltation and the increasing
of our territories.
God made the earth. He fashioned its out
lines. He placed within it the elements of
perfection, and left man to complete the work.
To this slate of perfection it must come, and
throug-h the agency of America.
In the face
of opposition and oppression the work has
gone on thus far ; and though the whole world
unites against us, the final consummation,
the ethical, spiritual and social Americaniza
tion of the world will come as sure as fate.

9re>o)e5� � erila9e '[]is ge.ne(atior, ca11
leav'e i'o l'�c riex} (s good gov'er.,rre.,}."

The Legend of Benona
HY EDITH !>!. ltLDRl!D , '03

Y

E who love nature and legend come with
me, and list while I tell you the story
of beautiful Benona. Benona ic: a place of
rare beauty and still near to primitive nature.
It took its name, so the legend says, from an
Indian maiden who once graced the retreat.
The scene is in our own Michigan, on the
picturesque shores of the western lake.
Here, on one of the high bluffs that line the
shore we will take our stand. On this low
pinnacle we are withdrawn from the artificial
rush of life and come to feel a little nearer
God, nothing behveen us now except the
blue heavens ; and so we may better under
stand the tide of emotions that has swayed
the hearts of His children from the earliest
days until this present time. Thus, too, we
may be better prepared to sympathize with
the sad sweet story of human affection which
lingers about the place and gi,·es it an air of
romance.
At our feet to the westward lie the restles,;
murmuring waters with their unceasing throb
and mulled roar, which steal over the mind
with a certain fascination, suggesting the like
ness of it all to the human heart. The light
dances on the merry, rippling waves and
reflects brightness and beauty everywhere,
yet there is ever present its melancholy rest
lessness and an undertone of sadness. A
feeling of awe comes over us as we look at
that sublime expanse of blue that ' ' forever
and forever' ' has lapped the sandy shores,
and has seen so vast a body of life and hope
pass by in stately procession during these
countless years.
To the northward and southward rise before
us mimic mountains, ·w hich to the ardent
admirer of nature have all the sublimity and
grandeur of their more pretentious brothers.
These are carpeted with mosses and flowers
and whispering pines and hemlock adorn
their stately sides. When the wind sways
their giant branches anc. the sunshine and
shadow alternately flit across the scene it

becomes one of great beauty. Deep green
valleys lie between these heights, into one
of which a footpath leads and winds about
through a vista of trees until lost in the dis
tance. Singing birds enliven the vale with
sweetest music, and plenteous flowers lend
their fragrance to the air. Around and above
on all sides are the walls of wavering green,
while OYer it is the bit of blue sky that forms
a roof to this veritable paradise. Xothing
coarse or profane here, and we involuntarily
exclaim, "If only all of God ' s world were as
free from sin and strife ! ' '
Just inland lies a small lake skirted with
timber, which in its sheltered retreat presents
a calm, placid surface in strange contrast to
the Great Lake outside. A small pearly
stream threads its circuitous way among the
bluffs from the small lake to the great waters
outside.
Almost at the foot of the bluffs and north
ward from the little lake is a small cemetery,
" For the dead are here , " and here may they
sleep peacefully with the benediction of nature
around them.
Farther inland are the evidences of the
spoilation of this once vast forest garden and
of the substitution of the later day civilization
for the primitive life. Here are acres of tilled
land, prosperous farm buildings, the little
white school house and the country church.
A few days spent in so rare a retreat causes
one to forget the great outside world and "the
cares that infest the day , ' ' and to breathe in
the spirit of the place so as to be in full sym
pathy with the story which lingers around the
spot.
Here long years ago lived a warrior tribe
who imbibed from the very soil and air the rare
bravery and heroism, and yet deep and true
affection that characterize the sons of the for
est. The proud chieftain of the tribe was
possessed of one daughter, the peerless dark
eyed Benona, whose simple manner and gra
ciousness of heart, combined with her great
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beauty, made her at once the pride and idol
of the tribe.
Yet she was somewhat unlike her dark sis
ters, being more fanciful than they ; and
while they joined in the chase or glided elf
like over the waters of the lake, she roamed
through the beautiful valleys, plucking the
wild flowers, or listened to the music of the
birds and the murmured messages that the
Great Spirit whispered through the rustling
trees or over the sad waves,-messages that
told her of a strange life that should come to
her in the future, when a pale -face should
win her for his bride.
Meanwhile, as she slowly blossomed into
womanhood, many were the warrior braves
who came to the chieftain's door to win if
might be the smile of Benona and the consent
of her father to woo his fair treasure. And
always would the tender father look into
Benona's eyes to see if her heart was favor
able to the suitor and when he found that not
yet had her liege lord come, he would send
the suitor away, saying, "It is well. None
but a great warrior can win my Benona, and
he is not yet come. Let her rather remain
with me contented in her childhood's home . "
Thus, many seasons passed until i t seemed
that Benona lingered too long a maiden, and
must surely soon choose a mate. Then came
Great
a warrior prince from the northward.
feats of war had be wrought ; he was tall,
straight, and handsome, a king among his
brethren, yet withal so tender and ardent that
it seemed that surely now must Benona's
heart prompt her to rise and follow her
renowned lover. But not so. Just one season
ago there had come into their midst a noble
hearted white trader, who once having seen
the beautiful Indian maid, was won by her
rare innocence and depth of nature, and he
resolved to renounce all else, if by any means
he might gain so peerless a bride. So day
after day he lingered ostensibly to barter in
furs, but in reality to teach this guileless
maiden to Jove him. In vain did she seek to
hide herself from sight, in vain did she implore
the Great Spirit to show her how hopeless it
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would be to incur the displeasure of her tribe
by caring for this alien. Yet the voices of all
about her only seemed to mock her by
revealing to her, her undying affection for the
intruder. With the keen eyes of a lover, the
white man soon read his success in her deep,
dark eyes, and down by the moon-lit shore,
gained from her the solemn pledge that should
make her his forever.
Both realized clearly that her people would
never consent to their marriage, and that their
only hope was that the lover should go away
and prepare a home for his bride and then
come again and steal her away. Ere he left he
said, "Trust me , Benona, I will come again
before six moons have waned. Be true and
fear not, knowing I will come. ' ' So, soon
the white man passed from among them and
was forgotten by all save one.
Meanwhile in the weeks that followed, again
and again came the warrior prince, only to be
dismissed by Benona. At last, however, her
father wearied of her mood and demanded that
she wed the brave, knowing full well that no
more honored suitor would ever come to claim
her. Positive disobedience is useless to the
Indian maid, and hence she bethought herself
how she might satisfy her father. Ere three
more moons should pass, her own lover would
come to claim her and the danger would be
over, so she might safely promise that, if at
the end of three months, the brave still so
wished it, she would wed.
Then followed days of busy preparation,
for there must be fitting bridal for the chief
tain's daughter, and even the maiden herself
took an eager interest in the proceedings,
knowing that each day only brought her lover
nearer. But when almost the last days had
come and still he came not, a terrible fear
came over her. She was bound by solemn
promise to wed the warrior at the expiration
of the set time if he still so wished it, and if
by chance anything happened to prevent her
lover coming to claim her, she must become
the bride of another. One, two, three more
days passed, and at last came the bridal day.
A sudden storm blackened the sky and
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lashed the waters into a fury, as if in protest
against the sacrifice that must be made. Even
ing closed in, and soon her fate would be
sealed.
But in the few moments of respite,
she thought to steal away alone to the sea
shore, where her happy troth of the spring
time had been given. With fast-flying steps,
she sought the storm -swept shore. There, a
little out from the shore was a faint, uncer
tain light, probably that o� some unfortunate
mariner with a fate as pitiless as her own.
Hark !
Was 1t hollow mockery, or was it
real? It seemed as if some one were faintly
calling, " Benona! Benona ! I have come for
thee . ' ' Closer came the flickering light, and
now more loudly came the thrilling cry. No
mistake now, and she gladly answered back.
In a few moments the frail bark had come to
shore, and the faithful lover had gathered to
his heart his dark-eyed maid, and again put
out to sea.

�Ieantime, in the chieftain's home, all was
dismay. The time had come for the wedding,
and where was the bride? She could not be
found.
Hither and thither went the guests
in search of her, while the remorseful father,
urged on by the fear that Benona might have
sought the mad waves as an escape from her
hateful marriage, sped to the treacherous
Over the waves again rang the
shore.
anguished cry of " Benona ! " but this time
Farther and
only the angry waves replied.
farther out from shore went the faint beacon
light until it was lost to view of all
except the " Calmer of the Seas , " and no
news ever came back to tell the fate of the two
devoted lovers. To this day, so the story
goes, " when a storm is on the deep , " the
father's voice may still be heard calliug the
name of his beloved Benona, in tender, plead
ing accents.

" Q u ' ecf-.oes rol ' fro 111 soul fO soul
7-\l"d 9 �0,v fore,Jer arid ?orever.''

Violet

In this white world of wonder
All wrapt i n silence deep,
Shut in her palace under
The snow she lies asleep ;
And she shall only waken
When lyrics sweet and clear
Oul of the trees are shaken,
And April's here.

Glimpses of grass and gleams of
The golden sunlight bring
Visions of joy and dreams of
The miracle of Spring :
She sees the shining faces
Of buds and leaves appear,
Lighting the shadowed spaces
Wilh April's lure/

Then, 0 the nameless rapture
Of that warm touch at last,
\\Then April comes to capture
And hold her fragrance fast!
The dream of winter broken,
Behold her, blue and dear,
Shy Violet, sure token
That April's here !
-Frank Dempster Sherman in Harper

DEPJIRTNENTJ/L.
GEOGRAPHY IN THE GRADES

Our most distinguished American geog
rapher, W. M. Davis, in a recent paperon the
' ' Progress of Geography in the Schools, ' '
puts much emphasis on the need of more
mature work in geography in colleges, to
lend vigor to the school instruction. That the
whole study of the subject is confined to the
grades is regarded as a hindrance to its best
development.
At present a student is done with his geog
raphy when he enters the high school, except
for a brief course in physical geography.
Throughout the high school years his mind
is fairly occupied with other things. Suppose,
then, he goes to college or Normal school. At
college he finds courses in geology and phy
sical geography. The Normal offers courses
that mainly tell him how geography should be
taught, the fund of knowledge being the
acquisition of his pre-high school years. Now
the student becomes a teacher. If he gradu
ates from college and goes to a high school to
teach physical geography, he brings with him
If
at least an increased fund of knowledge.
he has a knack for imparting knowledge, his
class may find the work interesting and profit
able. If trained in a Normal school, and
going to the grades, he has no added fund of
knowledge, he has only been taught to teach
a thing he does not know !
" What would the Latin, the physics, the
geometry of our schools be, if these subjects
had no representation in our colleges? ' ' Pro
fessor Davis feels, therefore, that the great
work to be done to-day is to develop advanced
geographic work where students may obtain
instruction.
There does exist a body of modern geo -

graphic study, quite unsuspected in most
quarters, and no man is more widely recog
nized in Europe and America as a pioneer i n
this research than the man who was recently
introduced at Oxford as ' ' Professor Peneplain
How many teachers, even of phy Davis . ' '
sical geography in our high schools, read the
papers of such great American contributors to
the subject as Powell, Gilbert, Davis, Russell,
Willis, Hayes, and Campbell? The more
enterprising teachers are indeed doing so, and
physical geography in the high school is
therefore coming to a plane of hopefulness
distinctly above the geography of the grades.
The text-books now in use are a sufficient
indication of this.
Such writings are almost unknown to grade
teachers, and not entirely because they are
inaccessible by publication in proceedings of
government departments or learned societies.
The financial ill-success of the " Physiography
of the linited States, ' ' a series of twelve
papers in modern geography, by our leading
scholars, admirably printed and illustrated,
and cheaply sold, shows that the teachers are
not utilizing the geographic progress of recent
times.
There does exist keen interest in these
studies on the part of a small body of stu dents, and we may live to see chairs of
geography in every American university,
When Normal
even in this generation.
instructors can get university training in the
subject, there will be an increase in power in
every school such Normal training reaches.
In the meanwhile geography is in all our
programs. Are we to wait, marking time,
and hope for better days? Assuredly, that we
:N"ot merely will those who
must not do.
have enjoyed unusual opportunities and train -
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ing strive to impart the scientific spirit to
the students' notion of geography, but the
teachers, the teachers who have not had
access to exceptional training, but who know
good teaching, are well aware that what is
passing for geography is unsatisfactory.
The Michigan State Teachers' Association
is trying at this moment to formulate a com
plete course of study in geography for discus
sion at the next annual meeting. This course
implies a desire to do something better, and
to do it not by-and-by, but now.
It will be clear at the outset, that if value
less elements are merely rearranged, no profit
can come from the new course of study. The
first practical question seems to me to be,
What is the object of geography in the grades?
What result do we desire to attain? \Vhat is
the nature of the geographic facts and prin ciples that should be imparted in the first
eight years of school?
Incidentally we must inquire whether the
attainment of these facts of knowledge is to
come through mere memory drill, or whether
there may be an association of alliec.l facts, a
comparison of thing-s and relations that shall
contribute tv mental growth and culture.
The inquiry is a very wide one, and therein
difficult. It might be thought that the
common part in our recent text-books is
surely what we hope to teach the pupils. On
the other hand, I am of opinion that we
can examine a text-book profitably only
when we have some sort of criterion in mind
as to what ought to be included in a public
school course. Public school instruction in
any subject can only succeed when it knows
definitely the objects aimed at, and seeks the
most efficient means for their attainment.
\Vhat, then, is the knowledge, what the
power that the geography class should put in
the bands of the pupil who enters the high
school?
High in importance stand, r.think the thought
of the earth as a ball, an acquaintance with the
continents anc.l oceans and certain physical
features, so dominant as to intimately affect
the destinies of wide areas of the earth and its
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population. In details here are opportunities
for wic.le divergences of opinion, yet I suppose
that after oceans and continents, the Rocky
Mountains, the Andes, the Alps, and the
Himalayas, should be known to every citizen,
as also the Mississippi, the Nile, the Amazon,
the Rhine and the Danube. It seems to me
as disgraceful to be twenty years of age and
think the Amazon is in Africa, as to misspell
words of one syllable. There are other riv
ers and mountains innumerable, that I would
require no one to learn. Now, this acquain tance with the general earth features will find
its value as a basis for acquaintance with our
own country and a certain group of other
countries that make our own intelligible by
comparison and contrast, just as we always
get a valuable gain in the use of our own
mother tongue when we learn any foreign
language.
Among such countries I may name Eng
land, France, Germany, Russia, India, China,
Japan, Brazil, Argentine, and Chile, without
being exigent. Not that no others should be
taught, but surely these should be required of
all. To set out a list of such countries for all
teachers and all schools would not be profit 
able. I think no such list can be prepared. I
would rather say such countries as these are
surely too important not to be learned ; while
others, like perhaps Baluchistan and the Ger
man colonies in Africa need not ever be inflicted
on the children in America. Some countries
are so paramount by their civilization, their
history and their commercial relations, that
we must become somewhat familiar with them.
On the nature of our knowledge, our familiar
ity with the greater countries of the earth, I
should like to lay some emphasis. While we
may be content with far fewer details of
geographic knowledge than in the past, the
extent and completeness of our kno'vvledge of
the countries studied, should be greater than
it has been. There is need of great change
here. To know England should mean to have
live, vivid ideas of what England is, what her
landscapes, what her shores, what her people,
her cities, her villages, and above all, how she
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lives and what she stands for. How in Eng
lish history is to be found that idea of repre
sentative government which wa!:' the germ of
our form of government, and has served
Europe in the present century as the model on
which she has shaped her moderate infusion
of constitutionalism.
To know Germany should mean to have
some image in the mind of German landscapes
and German life and industry, and abO\'C all to
have a notion of what German patience and
thoroughness mean to modern science, and
how Germany owes her modern place in the
world as distinctly to the strength of union
one great state from many little ones-e\'ell as
our American republic.
To k11ow the Ger
many of to-day, one nee<ls must know some
thing of Bismarck, something of the rise of
Prussia.
So in studying France we must not allow
the pupil to be ignorant of that French pre
eminence in matters of taste that impresses
itself on French relations with all the world.
And with Russia, shall we fail to point out
her great likeness to our material domain in
many physical and climatic conditions, as in
great staple products and thin population,
while her overpowering advantage of nearness
to the European and Asiatic markets is thrown
away by a governmental system that is Rus sia's handicap and America's opportunity_
What country bounds Russia on the south
west? It is important for the student lo know
how to find out from au atlas, whenever he
needs to know. It is not necessarily a thing
to burden all American minds with, while the
sort of facts that I have pointed out, the con
ception of Russia as our naturally endowed
rival. the realization that the blessing of
individual freedom that we enjoy is directly
worth, not merely happiness and contentment,
but great commercial advantages that we
enjoy, not through our own merit, but hy
inheritance from the founders of our mar\'el
ous free government-these arc things that the
young should come to know.
A few countries, made real in landscape,
life and institutions, and those the countries of

greatest importance-that is my ideal of the
geographic attainment in point of facts for the
eight years of the grades.
Many countries ought not to be studied,
but ability to look up any country in an atlas,
must be taught and much practiced. This is
a form of teaching we do not use enough in
either the geography or history class.
Ger
man educational theory on this point is
emphatic that maps should not appear in the
text-book of geography, since it tends to
make the atlas seem superfluous.
The
German geography text does without maps. So
do European geographies generally.
The
American idea of a small atlas included in
the geography, has governed the very shape
and size of our books for many years. but is
now weakening before a general recognition
that the map in the book should at least be
very simple. Let tts learn to send the pupils
to the atlas e,·ery day. Let us go there our
selves incessantly. Such a habit, and a
coiucident use of the encyclopredia will take
care of the yast mass of geographic facts.
As a criterion for selecting countries to be
taught and countries to be neglected, I think
we should look to essential relations with our
own land, either in commerce, hh,tory , or
ciYilization.
Much use of pictures; many of them, and
studied in great detail ; diligent inquiry and
study by the teacher about every point brou�ht
up in the class ; talks by the citizens on the
the things that impressed them on visits any
of them have made to distant countries, a
geographic material that exists neglected in
almost every town ; a sufficient amount of
map drawing, on nets of actual parallels and
meridians; these and similar means should
make it possible to give good conceptions of
our own country and some foreign lands,
within the time alloted to geography in the
grades.
The method, I should say, was to elicit
ideas, and not teach words.
In this respect
we shall make a vast improvement if we will
go out into the laboratory provided in the
world of out-of-doors. All the world is made

i----
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up of parts, and a vast number of tllese parts
are exemplified in every neighborhood.
For the missing ones, a contrast suffices
oftentimes as well as an analogy. This por
tion of my subject is difficult to express,
for few of my readers are accustomed enough
to the world of out-of-doors to know these
geographic elements that make it up. Let us
use a familiar illustration. Millions of people
live on broad plains or deltas that the rivers
have brought as sediments from the mountains
and spread out at the borders of the sea.
Thus the dwellers on the plains of Piedmont,
in the basin of Hungary, or on the lowland
of North Germany and Hotland, live 011 lands
thus built up by the Po, Danube and Rhine,
with the materials they have obtained in the
Alps in excavating the labyrinth of gorges
and valleys that enhance the mountains'
height and lend their effect thus to make
them stand forth, loftier and more rugged and
sublime to the resthetic sense. Right here in
Ypsilanti , are a thousand deltas built and
building, from an inch to many acres square .
Is it not well to take the children to them, to
see them grow, to play upon them, to note
their change with every rain, and look for
otters if we would have them understand
those distant lands? Standing on a broad
delta and looking back to the gully its mater
ials have come from, can we not, perhaps,
arouse a mental image of distant lands that
will be a solid foundation upon which to build?
Can we not evoke some semblance in the mind
of a Ganges plain, leading back to Himalayan
gorges? For how many thousand years have
men noted the constellations changing with
the seasons, the planet wanderings and vary
ing attitude of sun and moon? Yet how many
teachers actually have the class gather at
noon, or sunset or sunrise ( ! ) to note
direction and length of shadow, even three or
four times a year?
Who takes an evening
every month to point out the Dipper, Orion,
and the Pole star, the phases of the moon and
the actual wanderings of Jupiter, Venus, and
Mars among the stars that do not wander?
These are chances for positive delight for the

children.
Yet how many have grown up,
unaware of these things as realities, knowing
of their names only, and what books say of
them, a deadly form of ignorance.
Out-of-door classes in every grade, much
exploring of the fields by the teacher before
she takes the class, some real knowledge of
essentials for a few lands and a few peoples
that matter much to us, with much reading,
much seeking, much thinking, and the habit
of incessantly referring to maps. These are
some things that are important in geography
in the grades. If programs say that field and
sky work cannot be allowed for, in view of
the uncertainty of the weather, it is possible
that the programs are a bit stiff, and need
limbering. If the essential importance of the
work is recognized, the program will accomo date it.
MARK S. W. JEFFERSON

ENGLISH IN SIXTH GRADE

About twenty minutes daily are given to
the study of literature in this grade, but most
of the work along this line is done in con
nection with reading history, geography, and
language. One of the main objects in teach
ing language in the grade is to create in the
child a love for good English, and to this end
many choice selections are read, and then
reproduced or committed by the children.
Thus through conscious or unconscious imi
tation the child becomes familiar with good
English and acquires the habit of using it
instead of constantly falling back upon his
own scrappy expressions and inelegant forms.
All the reading work is based on a study of
good literature, the main thought in the
teacher's mind being to leave the child with
a taste for good reading and a desire to read
and own good books.
The history work includes many of the
classic myths of Greece and Rome, the geog
raphy is embellished by the reading of selec
tions of prose or poetry, written in connection
with the scene then being studied, many an
ethical truth contained in a nature study
lesson is driven home by the simple repetition
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Hliot-Silas I\farner (sel . ) .
of a little poem, song or memory gem-while
all spare time which the child gnins by steady
Hale-A Man \Vithout a Countryapplication to business he may devote to read
( patriotism ) .
ing from the grade library.
Thompson-Story of Lobo.
The following is a list of the literature
Thompson-Biography of a Grizzly.
taught :
Scudder-George Washington.
I. -Studied as reading for literary nlue.
Scott-The Archery Contest.
Hawthorne : 
I II. - I.,iterature studied in connection with
Biographical stories,
history :
Daffy down dilly,
Classic )1yths of Greece and Rome.
Guerber's
Story of the Romans.
Rill from the Town Pump,
Jaffar-Hunt.
David Swan,
Childish Miracle.
Tales of King Arthur-Farrington.
Dickens :i\facaulay 's Virginius.
Kingsley's-Old Charon's School.
Christmas Carol,
IV.-I,iterature studied in connection with
Nicholas Nickleby ( sel. ) ,
geography :
Caleb and Bertha.
Longfellow :Story of Wm. Wallace.
Lytton's Last Days of Pompeii.
Hiawatha ( selections committed ) ,
Kingsley's Coral Reef.
The White Czar,
Charge of the Light Brigade-Tennyson.
The Old Clock on the Stairs,
Legend of Bregenz.
The Roman Legend.
Tennyson :Jungle Book- (Seal Song, committed ) .
The passing of King Arthur ( parts com
Hymn to M
: t. Blanc-Coleridge.
Reindeer Tra\·eling-Rayard Taylor.
mitted ) ,
The Salt Mines of Wicliczka-B . Taylor.
The Lady of Shalott,
Rural Scenes in England-Hawthorne.
Sir Galahad.
Egypt and the Nile- Curtis.
Washington In•ing :V. -Literature studied in connection with
Legend of Sle�py Hollow,
nature and the seasons :
Rip Van Winkle (Se!. ) ,
Bryant's Death of the flowers.
Discovery of America.
Hunt : \Vordsworth's-Kitten and the Falling
Abou Ben Adhem (committed) ,
Lea,·es.
Whittier-Corn Song (committed ) .
Jaffar (committed) ,
Browning : \Vhittier-Harvest Hymn.
Jackson's October's Bright Blue Weather
The Pied Piper of Hamelin,
How they Brought the News from Ghent
( committed ) .
to Aix.
Lowell's-First Snow Fall ( committed ) .
Whittier:Longfellow's-Rainy Day (committed ) .
The Norsemen,
Bryant's-To a \Vater Fowl.
Whittier-Snow Bound (sel. ) .
The Corn Song (committed) ,
Bucham's Winter Twilight (committed) .
Songs of Labor (parts committed ) ,
Bryant's Planting of the Apple Tree.
In School Days.
Lowell's to a Dandelion ( parts com IL-Read or told to children as a basis for
mitted ) .
language work :
Tennyson 's Brook.
Arnold's-Sohrab and Rustum.
Lowell's Song to a Violet.
Longfellow's-Robert of Sicily.
Tennyson's Cradle Song ( committed) .
Black - The Four McNichols.
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Tennyson's Sweet and I.,ow (committed) .
Cutler's Song of steam.
Shelley's-The Cloud.
The First Robin,
Evening on the River. ( From Evange line. )
It is Not Always May-Longfellow.
Rain in Summer-J,ongfellow.
VI. Books from the grade library read and
reported upon.
Gods and Heroes-Francellion.
Modern Vikings-Bayesen.
Ten Boys-Andrews.
Sweet William-Baunet.
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Prince and Pauper-Mark Twain.
Dog of Flanders.
Widow O ' Callegan's Boys.-Zollinger.
In connection with the morning tales, many
good stories are read, literary gems and Bible
selections committed and the following patri
otic poems and songs learned :
Drake's American Flag.
Key's Star Spangled Banner.
Jones' What Constitutes a State?
Emerson's Concord Hymn.
McCann's America.
Julia Ward Howe's Battle Hymn of the
Republic.

The Library
KRCEN'.!' ACCESSIONS

Smith, A. M. Printing, writing, materials and
evolution, proof-reading and punctuation.
\.Vhitman, A. Print collector's guide.
Fowler, II. M. History, ancient Greek literature.
Kiilmer, R. Ausfiihliche grammatik lateinischen
sprache.
Holmes, T . R . Conquest o f Gaul.
Lovell, Isabel. Stories in stone, from the Roman
Forum.
The barbarian invasions of
Villarj, Pasquale.
Italy.
Standford's Compendium. Vol. 2. 'l'he North-west.
Mrs. Peary. Diary.
N. H . , Secretary of State. Manual of the constitution of the State of New Hampshire.
Howe, H. Historical collections of Ohio.
Atherton, E . Adventures o f Marco Polo.
King, Capt. Cadet days (West Point) .
Copeland & Rideout. Freshman English and theme
correcting.
Harrison, James A. New glimpses of Poe.
Dobson, Austin. Oliver Goldsmith.
Schwab, Gustav. Deutsche Volks und Heiden
sagen.

Schwab, Gustav. Die deutscher Volksbiicher.
J/enleigwent mathematique revue internationale.
3. Vol.
Holton, H. C. History of the thermometer.
Lommel, Rugen. Practical physics.
Lummer, Otto. Photographic optics.
French, N. R . Animal activities.
Murtfeldt & Weed. Stories of insect life.
Beal, W. J. Seed dispersal.
Weed, C. M. Seed travele1s.
American Book Company, Chicago:
)3:alleck, Ruben l'ost. History of English literature.
McCollough, Anne Willis. Little stories for little
people.
Johnston, Emma L. Short composition.
Macmillan Company, New York :
McMurry,Charles. Teachers' manual of geography.
Hart, Albert Bushnell ed.
(Source readers of
American history, 3 v . )
v. I. Colonial children.
v. 2 . How our grandfathers lived.
v. 3. Camps nnd firesides of the Revolution.
Silver, Burdett & Co., New York :
Dallin, Colonna :\Iurray. Sketches of great paint
ers.
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Resolutions

Just now at the beginning of a new term
we need to "reburnish our ideals, " to "reset
our resolves." There is always great inspi 
ration in beginning anew. The new term is
a new opportunity, and the question . in our
minds is ' ' How shall we best live up to the
level of that opportunity?' ' Surely there is
inspiration enough for all in the following
resolutions suggested by President Jones in
his first chapel talk this term :
' ' I shall try to put myself into closer human
sympathy with all with whom I come into
contnct. I shall try to make more friends by
showing myself friendly. I shall be more
careful to treat my friends better than I have
ever done before. I shall try to appreciate
more than ever before the heroism in the lives
of those about me , and prize the daily oppor
tunities of associating wit;h those who in the
years to come will honor their profession and
this institution. I shall try to see tbe very
essence of character in my associates, despite
the sometimes unlovely cloaks under which
they hide their better selves. I shall try bet
ter than ever before to appreciate that daily
'we Sinai's climb and know it not . '

' ' I shall try more than ever before to realize
that this is no time for trifling. I shall try to
make life real and earnest and full of mean ing. I shall try to get into personal sympathy
with each of my teachers so that while I learn
the facts be teaches I shall receive the infltt
ence of his character touching my character,
and, like a live coal of fire, kindling in me the
same nobleness and ,high enthusiasm which
he feels. I shall try to realize more than ever
before what a great opportunity it is for me
to be allowed to stand and recite under the
keen but kindly criticism of class -mates and
teachers-the opportunity to express myself
to tell what I know of my lesson. to become
actively thoughtful, fruitfully active, securing
for myself ability to say and do as I can
nowhere else on the earth. I shall strive
more than ever before to prepare my assigned
lessons so that I shall have views worth
expressing, views which, when expressed,
shall show myself at my best and worthiest ;
and then instead of cringing and shutting
myself in from the humanizing influence of
communion with others, I shall be willing to
place my thought in the crucible of the recita
tion, that all error in it may be burned out
with the fierce beat developed through friction
of mind with mind. I shall be frank and
fearlesss in saying what I think, quick to
renounce error when seen and to embrace new
truth when found. I shall give myself up to
the influences that lead to the higher life. I
shall try to increase the number of hours per
day in which I live in the upper front story
of being and reduce the number of hours per
day in which I live in the dark, dank base 
ment of life. During this one term, more than
ever before in all my life, I will strive to
exemplify the nohlest side of human nature
and show how nearly divine human life may
become under the inspiration of the highest
motives. I shall try more than ever before to
realize that the greatest thing that this or any
other institution can do for me is to fill me
with great and noble aspirations and then
teach me how to realize these aspirations in
daily life. Then and then only shall I be a fit
guide for the children I shall teach. ' '

1n memoriam
:MISS RUTH HOPPIN

" Miss Ruth Hoppin died at Three Rivers,
Mich. , April 1, 1903, al the age of seventy
years. ' '
This brief announcement, which appeared
in the daily papers a few days ago, meant
very little to the present students of the Nor
mal College, or to the faculty of the institu
tion, with two or three exceptions.
But to
the teachers and students of the school,
between the years 1867 and 188 1 , the
announcement brought to mind many tender
recollections, and caused a feeling of heart
felt sorrow.
Between the dates named, a period of four
teen years, Miss Hoppin was preceptress of
the Normal, and filled the position with great
credit to herself, and with great profit to the
school. In accepting her resignation, in order
that she might accept a professorship in
Smith College, at Northampton , :M ass. ,
the Board of Education passed the following
resolution : "Resolved, That we, the members of the Board
of Education accept her resignatiou with unfeigned
regret ; that we are detply sensible of the loss the
Nonna! School is sustaining in their releasing Miss
Hoppin from so responsible a position-a position
to which she brought accurate scholarship, rare tact
and unusual executive ability; and in which, during
this long service, she has merited the fullest con
fidence and esteem of the Board ; and that we extend
to Miss Hoppin our sincerest wishes for her con-

tinued prosperity and happiness in her new field of
labor. ' '

This expression of the Board was well
deserved. Miss Hoppin had labored earnestly
and faithfully, and sometimes under very
unfavorable conditions.
Miss Hoppir was born in Chautauqua
county, N. Y., graduated from Oberlin Col
lege, taught with marked success in the high
schools of Three Rivers and Ann Arbor,
before coming to the Normal. In a letter to
the writer of this, written a few years ago, she
said ; ' ' I commenced my first term of teach ing when only fifteen years of age, and am
still engaged in my much-loved work, so that
my teaching covers a period of fifty years,
but not of continuous teaching, since some
years of the fifty have been devottd to study,
to rest, and to travel. "
She wasloving, sympathetic, and generous
almost to a fault, while she had the means to
give ; helping those who needed help, lifting
up those who needed to be lifted up, and
giving strength and courage to the weak and
discouraged whenever it was in her power to
do so.
During her last years she suffered much
from impaired eyesight, and from the general
exhaustion of her physical powers. She rests
from her long labors, and the tributes of many
grateful hearts of her students and of long
time friends will be gladly paid to her
memory.

'02-Carson retains Superintendent Joseph
Xothing fishy but the name, and
Gill.
everybody breathes easier uow. -,,J/odemtor.

'()2-Miss Gertrude Himebaugh who is
teaching at St. Johns. �1ich. , spent her spring
\'acation with her parents at Burr Oak.

'02-C. B. Whitmoyer has resigned the
principalship at New Troy, to take up school
work at Chicago University.

'02-Miss Martha \Valton, who is teach ·
ing in the graces at Benton Harbor, will con·
duct a kindergarten in that city for six weeks
during the summer.

'02-Mr. Clarence Vliet's work at Leslie
has been fully appreciated hy the board of
They have re·elected him for
education.
another year with a salary of $900.
At the Oakland County 'l'eachers' Associa·
tion held March 28, at Pontiac, the Michigan
State Normal was represented by the follow ·
ing:-Misses ::\icGillivray, '01 and '02 ; Mr .
Eugene Kittell, '01 ; Mr. Eldred, '02 ; Mr.
Weber, '02 ; Miss Mame Giddings, '02 ; Miss
Gertrude Heitch, '02 ; Miss Gage, '01 ; Miss
Adams, '02.
'02-The Misses Harriet Smith, Olive
Hinkle, and Frances Bliss, are thoroughly
enjoying their work at Albion, and are con·
templating with satisfaction their invitation to
remain another year.
'02-Miss Anna Parent, after nearly two
weeks illness is again able to he about her
duties as principal of the Lexington high
school. We are glad to hear that the people
of Lexington are highly pleased with l\liss
Parent's work.

'02- :\Ir. Carl McClelland visited Mr.
Steimle at Albion in March, and enjoyed
among other things, a visit to a Shakespeare
club which was held some miles in the coun·
try. A hay rack ride in a down pour of rain
had no perceptible effect on Mr. McClelland 's
habitual good nature.
'02-Mr. J. Q. Roode has given such
thorough satisfaction as superintendent at
Bad Axe, that he has been offered a $900
salary to remain next year.
Paul A. Cowgill, formerly of Lapeer, ).Iich . ,
and for more than a scorP. o f years promin·
ently associated with the educational work of
Michigan in rnrious capacities, has been
offered the presidency of the State Normal
school at Boise City, Idaho. Mr. Cowgill is
now superintendent of schools at Michigan
City, Ind.-Jfoderator. Mr. Cowgill is a
former Normalite and a Phi Delta Pi man.
The marriage is announced of Miss Emma
Elliott, '02, to Roy Arnold.
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J. F. Selleck has been elected to the posi
tion of Acting President, and Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts of the National
Memorial University at �fason City. Iowa.
Mr. Selleck was a member of the class of '97,
and for the past two years has been superin tendent. of schools at Durand, Mich.
Wm. N. Lister was recently named for
mayor by the Ypsilanti republicans. Mr.
Lister is a graduate of the Ypsilanti high
school and Normal college, and has served as
county school commissioner.
The Sunday Herald of Grand Rapids gives
an intensely interesting account of the work
of the night schools in that city by Charles
Cogshall, principal of the Turner school in
that city and a former well-known Normalit!:!.
The schools have a larg-e attendance, chiefly
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of foreigners of adult years, wbo have had no
chance to go to school in early life or who
wish to learn to read and write in English.
The oldest pupil is fifty years old. Most of
them work during the day, but their eager
ness to learn helps them to accomplish a great
deal in a short time. This school also has a
circulating library and a large list of periodi
cals donated by citizens, which pupils are
allowed to take home at night and which are
having much influence upon the families who
read them . - Ypsilantian.
'02-Superintendent Howard Slocum of
Vernon, will be the only candidate for school
commissioner in Shiawassee county.

Among the Normalites in Duluth are Miss
Eva Emendorfer, Irving school ; )v!iss Kate
Schoenhals, Emerson school ; also Miss Eva
G. Anschutz.

A Norma.I Song
F. R. HATHAWAY

The White and the Green,
The finest e'er seen,
Floats in the air today.
Loyal will be
Forever to thee.
Ypsi, the Normal, hurrah !
Chorus:
Hurrah, hurrah, 'tis the spirit and song
Filling us all with desireWe'll bold by the right
Whatever the fight
Bearing the banner the higher.
Let us be strong,
Marching along
Out to the deep wide bay.
\\'e'll be loyal and true
With climbing to do
For Ypsi, the Normal, hurrah !
Chorus
Haii to the state!
We'll welcome her fate.
God speed her laurels unseen.
Strong in our wight
We'll foster them right,
Bearing the white and the green.
Chorus.

THE BASEBALL F.NTHl:SIAST.

Once more the frail arbutus smiles
And wakes the soul to song,
The springtime blo�soming beguiles
The heart, but not for long.
For though the sun-kissed blooms be sweet,
Their joys 'ere long must pall,
:\ly happiness is not complete
'Till some one smites the ball.

High kick-Smith, R. C, 1st ; Cowan, 2nd;
Salsbury, 3rd.
Individual rope climbing-Parkins, 1st;
Winters, 2nd ; Wilson, 3rd.
Shot -put-Gaul (Junior) , 1st ; Gilmore,
2nd ; Cowan (Junior ) , 3rd.

WrestlingHeavy weight-Gilmore, 1st; Belland, 2nd.
The gentle birds who soar on high,
1fiddle weight-Belland, 1st ; F. Bates
\\'ith songs so sweet and clear,
(Soph
. ) 2nd.
Are not �o welcome to mine eye
Welter weight- Osborn (Junior) , 1st ;
As that well-batted sphere.
Tremper, 2nd ; Purkiss (Junior) . 3rd.
In sylvan haunts I would not dwell,
Light weight-Osborn (Juniors) , 1st ; CarI'd rather, once for all,
Sit on e bench and whoop and yell,
penter, 2nd ; Purkiss (Junior) , 3rd.
,vhen some one smites the ball.
Cock fight-Seniors.
- Waslrington Star.
Team rope climbing-Seniors.
Relay potato race-Seniors.
INTER-CLASS .\IEET
Relay race-Seniors.
The inter -class meet, held in the gymnasium,
two most interesting events were the
The
March 14, proved to be another Junior-Senior
donkey
race and basketball game.
meet, only one entering from the other
In the " donkey race" two Juniors ran
classes. At 6 :30, notwithstanding the fact that
the first event was not to be called for until against two Seniors, each carrying his class
7 :30, the gymnasium steps were crowded with mate on his back the length of the floor. On
those seeking admission. At 7 o 'clock e,·ery reaching the end of the course they changed
seat in the gallery was taken, and benches places, the other fellow becoming the donkey.
Each team made two round trips. The Juniors
were placed around the gymnasium.
won lst, 2nd and 3rd.
Events :
20 -yard dash-Belland, lst ; Gilmore, 2nd ;
Probably the fastest basketball game of the
Shigley, 3rd.
season
was the Junior-Senior game.
\Vith
High jump-Squires, 1 st ; Shigley, 2nd.
Potato race - Carpenter, 1st ; Heyward, very little team work, but with p\enty of
(Junior) 2nd.
individual work and plenty of fouling, they
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fought their way furiously through the 25minute game.
Score-Seniors, 13 ; Juniors, 9.
Final score-Seniors, 93 ; Juniors, 64.
SENIOR-HIGH SCHOOL MEET

After the basketball game with Hillsdale, a
track meet was held between the Seniors and
the High School. The Seniors won easily,
winning first in every event excepting the 20yard dash.
Events:
20-yard dash- Buland (H. S. ) , 1 st ; Gil
more, 2nd ; Belland, 3rd.
Running high j ump-Squires, 1st ; Shigley,
2nd ; Whitmore ( H. S. ) , 3rd. Height, 4 ft.
1 1 in.
Potato race-Carpenter, 1 st ; \Vhitmore ( H .
S. ) , 2nd ; Belland, 3rd.
High kick-Smith, R. C. 1st ; Squires,
2nd ; Everett ( H . S. ) , 3rd. Height, 8 ft.
Shot-put-Gilmore, 1st; Harrison, 2nd ;
Davis, 3rd. Distance, 35 ft. 1 in.
Relay potato race-Seniors.
ATHLETIC MEETING

The annual election of athletic managers
was held Tuesday, March 24. The following
was the result :
Baseball manager-G. Bates.
Football manager-Katz.
Basketball manager-Chas. Jordan.
Track maua�er- C . Morgan.
The basketball team elected Wilber Morris
captain for next year.
Friday, March 6, the Normal Basketball
team went to Lansing, where they were to
play against the Governor's Guards in the
evening and the M . A. C. team at the College
the next afternoon. The game started at about
8 o'clock and it was qnite evident from almost
the start that the Guards were leading. This
was continued until the end of the first half
when the score-keeper reported 18 to 6 against
the Normals. During the second half our
boys went into the play with a fierce determi -
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nation to change conditions if such a thing
were possible. The score showed the effect,
for the second half was 9 to 6 in favor of
Ypsilanti. The Guards won the game only
through the excellent playing of their captain,
McCormick, who played on a team in Pitts
burgh, Pa , for several years. Although play
ing guard he made a large majority of the
points secured by their team. All conditions
favored Lansing, including familiarity with
the baskets and the condition of the floor.
The game at the M. A. C. was what might
have been expected, knowing that our team
had lost to them on the home grounds and
that they had defeated the Star Y. M . C. A.
of Detroit 43 to 7. The M.A. C. line-up was,
forwards, Haftencamp, Tuttle ; center, Bal
bach ; guards, Tower, Schaefer. For the first
six or eight minutes neither side scored, but
soon the M. A. C. 's began dropping the ball
into the basket regularly about once a minute.
At the close the score stood 49 to S. Last
year the M . A. C . team which is practically
the same this year, defeated Alma 102 to 3 .
About two weeks ago the Star Y. M. C. A .
team of Grand Rapids was taken into camp to
about the same tune as that to which the
Detroit's marched. The opposing team is
uudoubtedly the strongest in the state. its
best players are Balbach and Haftencamp who
received considerable training with the Grand
Rapids Y. M . C. A. team before going to col
lege.
Hillsdale met defeat at the hands of the
Normal Basketball team, March 2 1 , in the
Normal gymnasium. In the early part of the
season Hillsdale was vanquished on their own
grounds, but by a close score. Its line-up
was, forwards, Mackintosh, Baker ; center,
Boone ; guards, \Vood and Laisy : the N'ormal
forwards, Novak, Morris ; center, R. C. Smith ;
guards, Salsbury and Huston. During the
first half the Normals played the game of the
season running up a score of 26 to 2. At the
close it stood 31 to 5. Not a field goal was
thrown by Hillsdale and at no stage in the
game was the result in doubt.

"Still let my song a nobler note assume,
And sing th' infusive force of Spring on man ;
\\'hen heaven and earth, as if coutemling, vie
To raise his bein!l', and serene his soul,
Cun he forbear to join the genen:11 smile
0( nature? Can fierce passions vex his breast?"

The Deba.te wtih M . .A. C.

What did we do? What did we rlo?
O we did beat the :\I. A. C . ,
That's what we did do?

It was a memorable occasion. For a week
Loyalists,
enthusiasm had been growing.
skeptics, indifferents, were alike aroused by
the songs and yells that rang out in the cor
ridors between classes, and the evening of
Friday, March 13, found "the old hall" filled
with enthusiastic Normalites.
The question for debate was :"Resolved, That government ownership and
operation of railroads is desiraole in the
United States. "
On the affirmative side
"There was Carr, with his pointers,
'!'here was Kellogg, with bis facts ;
And Munson, with his wisdom,
In which he never lacks . ' '

Opposed to this trium\'irate were the three
formidable farmers, strong and confident. On
the one hand were the energetic and schol 
arly arguments of the affirmath·e ; on the
other, the impetuous refutations of the neg
ath:e.
The interest, unabated from the first, grew
to intense excitement during the rebuttal. The
farmers had mistaken the composure of the
pedagogues for a lack of retaliatory spirit; so
they opened up their final volley with crush 
ing blows on ' ' harping," "theorizing, " etc.
Alas for the farmers !
A fire had been
smouldering in the breasts of the affirmative,
and it now broke out in Kellogg, spread rapidly
with Carr, and grew into a conflagration with

the mighty Munson, consuming in an instant
the little flames that had kindled it.
The result was evident, yet Normalites
modestly awaited to hear from President
Angell, the presiding officer, the words
"The decision of the judges is two for the
Normal-. " Then they burst into a storm of
applause.
Who says the Normal College is
lacking in college spirit? Loud were the
cheers for the Normal team, but equally as
loud arose three Rah' s for the M. A. C . , and
the fellow opponents shook hands afterward
in a friendly reception at the ITT"J11t1asium.
The work of the Normal team was Yery
fine, and for this, their second victory over
the M. A. C . , great credit is due Professor
Lathers.
The Spring Muaica.1 Featlval

The spring musical festival of �larch 2-l25, was indeed a treat to all true music
lovers. The first concert in the series of three,
the song recital by Madam Shanna Cumming,
soprano, was largely attended and thoroughly
enjoyed. Madam Cumming completely won
her audience with her magnificent voice, her
beautiful interpretation, and her delightfully
natural and pleasing personality. In the aria,
"\Vith Verdure Clad , " from "The Creation , "
s o beautifully accompanied o n the organ by
Professor Pease, she gave us the best there was
in her. She doubly displayed her musical abil
ity in the " Grand \Valtz , " by Pizzi, in which
she accompanied herself upon the piano in a
masterly style ; and in Chadwick's " Rose
Leans Over the Pool, ' ' her arch, delicate ren 
dering, won great applause. Her program was
well chosan, and her splendid interpretation
of each different style showed the great ver
satility of the singer. It did not seem that the
same voice that so sweetly and quietly sang
the lullaby "J ohneen, " was singing the dram -
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atic, soul-stirring Chaminade song, "By the was short, but rather heavy,
seeming
Sea. "
doubly so after the strain of the afternoon.
Again, Wednesday afternoon, the hall was Probably, considering the place of this con crowded beyond its capacity for the choir con cert in the series, all would have enjoyed a
cert, '' The Messiah. ' ' Never has Professor lighter program more-one more similar to
Pease bad more cause for pride in any of his that of last year.
"The Night of Spring,"
classes than in this one ; to use his own words, by Mr. Van der Stucken, was beautiful. and
spoken at the end of the oratorio,-"you are was repeated after prolonged applause. The
too good to have anything said to you . ' ' The vocalist. Miss Kendall, sang artistically, and
work of the choir showed finish, and a great succeeded in winning the audience, though
carefulness of details ; their attacks were one felt she lacked the warmth of Madam
splendid, and as one voice, and the same may Cumming.
be said of their enunciation, while the effects
gained through contrast, were fine.
The
The Normal Lyceum will give a public
Hallelujah chorus was magnificent and entertainment, Friday evening, May 1 .
inspiring, and was made the more so by
Mrs. Zeller, of Saginaw, was the guest of
every one in the audience standing during it.
her daughter, Miss Elizabeth Zeller, a few
The favorite soloist of the afternoon was
days last quarter.
Madam Cumming, who was in even better voice
Mr. Churchill, a former Phi Delta Pi man,
than the evening before. The sweetness and
from
Detroit. and now representing Macmillan
tenderness of the solo, " Come unto Him all
&
Co.
, attended the choir concert, Wednesday,
ye that Labor ' ' touched all hearts, and the
March
25.
triumphant climax-that immortal aria, " I
Know that my Redeemer Liveth, ' ' was
Among other Normal graduates who
another evidence of her power over her audi recently visited the Normal, were Superin
ence. The tenor, Mr. Holmes Cowper, was tendent Ludwig, of Union City, and Superin
also favorably received.
His voice is of a tendent Broeker, of Durand.
smooth, pleasing quality, entirely at his com
Prominent among the events of last quarter
mand, with great carrying powers.
He was
was the fourth annual gymnastic entertain to be envied the ease with which be sang the
ment given by the children of the Training
long passages requiring perfect breath control.
School. The children all did very well, and
Miss Bird's work was good.
Although not
their gymnastic work is to be very highly
possessing the dramatic power of Madam
commended. The Seventh, Eighth, and
Cumming, she has the sweetness and sym 
Ninth Grade boys, in their military marching,
pathy that endears her to the listener' s heart.
reflected no slight amount of credit upon
Her singing won much applause in two of her
their instructor, Mr. Squires.
solos-" He shall feed His Flock" and "He
was Despised , " which were rendered with
TO SUBSCRIBERS
much feeling. Mr. Oscar Ehrgott, baritone,
Dear subscribers : -The managers feel that
sang in a manner worthy of mention, also, and
the orchestra was an inspiration in itself. The they owe you an apology for having said so
whole oratorio was in fact a grand success, little about the payment of your subscription.
and the highest praise is due to the untiring Pardon the neglect. Should this article be
marked it is merely a suggestion that bills are
efforts of Professor Pease, who made it so.
The grand symphony concert by the Cin due at the printer's and available cash would
cinnati Symphony Orchestra, Wednesday hasten their cancellation. Almost anything
evening, was but poorly attended, but those from a jack-knife to a threshing machine
few were most enthusiastic.
The program would be acceptable, but dollars are preferable.
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A number of Ann Arbor teachers visited
the Normal April 10.

Professor Hoyt has recently gone to Ger
many to finish his studies at the University at
Jena.
Professor Maybee of the conservatory of
Mt. Pleasant Normal visited Ypsilanti during
March.

The Schoolmasters' Club accepted the invi
tation extended by President Jones, to hold
their next meeting in Ypsilanti.
J. I. Roode, superintendent at Bad Axe ,
visited the Normal Apri 1 1 . H e retains bb
present position another year at a handsome
increase in salary.

Military and star marching, 3d year pupils.
Irish lilt, 2d year pupils.
Swedish gymnastics, 2d year pupils.
Aesthetic gymnastics, 3d year pupils.
Hoop drill, 2d year pupils.
�fass dumb-bell drill, 1st year pupils.
At its close the girls in the dumb-bell drill
presented :\Irs. Burton with a large cluster of
American Beauty roses.
President Jones and daughter spent part of
the vacation at Cleveland.
Miss Martin of the Training School, spent
her vacation at her home in Virginia.

Fred J. Scovel will not resume his college
work this term, but will be in Detroit.

Tl:e first week in Apr"! bas been a notable
Mr. Bert Stitt, principal of Marlette High
one for the interests of physical education in School, has been visiting his parents in Ypsi the middle west. The American Physical lanti.
Education Association held its thirteenth
Mr. Howard Brown has accepted a position
annual convention in Detroit, with an excur as organist of one of the Presbyterian churches
sion to Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor on \Vednes in Detroit.
day. Excellent programs on the theory of
Mr. Paxton, a former Normal student, now
physical education were given at both the gen teaching
in Brighton, spent a few days of his
eral sessions and the section meetings, and
spring
vacation
at the Normal.
three programs of practical work ,vere given,
one at the Light Infantry Armory in Detroit,
Miss Edna Pugsley, a former student at the
by the schools and societies of the city, one at Normal, and at present teaching in Albion ,
the State Normal, and one at the University of visited her sister, Miss Kate Pugsley, over
Michigan. Among the prominent educators Sunday, March 2 2 .
present, were Dr. Raycroft of Chicago Uni
Miss Grace Clement, '01 , now teaching in
versity, Dr. Krohn of Chicago, Dr. Sargent Bloomfield , N. J . , spent the Easter vaca 
of Harvard, Dr. Arnold of ::\"ew Haven, Ors. tion in Rochester, N. Y.
Her sister,
Haven and Leonard of Oberlin, Dr. \Vood Miss Maud Clement of Ypsilanti, joined her
of Teachers' College, �ew York city, Dr. at Rochester.
Gulick and Miss Bancroft of New York public
Mrs. Solomon ( nee Oldfield ) , '01, one of
schools, Baroness Posse and Miss Ilowars of
the
Normal graduates who went to the Philip
Boston, Dr. Baker of Cleveland, Dr. Meylan
pines
to teach-and soon changed her voca 
of Boston, and Dr. McCurdy of Springfield,
tion-has
returned to "the states" for a visit,
Mass.
and
recently
SP,ent two days at the Normal.
The delegates expressed themselves well
pleased with the convention and spoke in
Superintendent Frank Ellsworth, of Harbor
especially high terms of the work shown here. Beach; Miss Myra True, '92, from Albion
The following program was given :
High School, and Professor Must, of the
Figure march with rings, 2d year pupils.
Natural Science Department of Hope College,
Indian club series· Plain swings with body were guests at the choir concert, Wednesday ,
work, 2d year pupils.
March 25.
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Miss Dunker spent March 2 0 - 2 2 in Detroit.

Miss Nellie Holm�s has been obliged to
return to her home on account of illness.

Mr. \Villiam Gow, of Cadillac, was the
guest of his daughter, Jean G. Gow, March
10 - 11.

Mrs. Pound and daughter, of London,
Ontario , were the guests of Mrs. Macay last
quarter.
Miss Shriver and Miss Rice, of Ann Arbor,
were among the guerts at the choir concert,
March 25.

Professor Gorton gave a very interesting
talk on wireless telegraphy, Friday afternoon ,
March 20.

Mrs. Zeller, of Saginaw, was the guest of
her daughter, Miss Elizabeth Zeller, a few
days last month.
Miss Elisabeth Sparling, who has been
teaching the past year in Coldwater, returned
to the )formal this quarter.

11iss Rose Ball, assistant librarian at Albion
College, visited the }formal in March, with a
view to getting some new ideas in regard to
college libraries.
The senior class will present to the college
a painting of the late Professor Lodeman. As
the work will be done by bis daughter the
class feel sure of a perfect likeness.
Miss Grace Clement, ' 0 1 , now teaching in
Bloomfield, N. J. , spent her Easter vacatiou
in Rochester, N. Y. Her sister, Miss Maud
Clement, of Ypsilanti, joined her at Roches
ter.

Students , are you trading with our adver
tisers? Many of the business firms of Ypsi
lanti have taken advertising space in our paper.
Should we not do our purchasing from them
when possible.

Miss Lena Dean entertained her sister and
Miss Maude Cole of Owosso, the last week of
the winter quarter. Miss Cole was a Normal
student in '01, and is now teaching in the
Owosso schools.

Trade with our advertisers.

H a ! ha ! Juniors, can't you win anything
but the "Donkey race?"

Miss Lea Fiske was quite ill during the
latter part of the winter quarter.

Miss Evelyn Rosso entertained her mother
from Mt. Clemens, March 1 2 - 13 .
A number of students were quarantined
last month on account of the smallpox scare.

Mr. P. G. �fc\Vhinney, '00, principal of
Hesperia schools, has been a visitor at the
:N'ormal.

The young men of the conservatory gave a
very enj oyable concert, \Vednesday evening,
March 11.

Miss Blanche Monteith finished her course
in the winter quarter, and took a position at
Ludington.
Howard E.Slocum,'02, principal at Vernon,
and Mrs. Slocum were among the Choir Fes tival visitors.

Mr. Paxton, a former Normal student now
teaching at Brighton, spent a few day of his
vacation at the Normal.

:\,f iss Keltie was obliged to return to her
home in Ludington before the close of the
winter quarter, on account of illness.

Miss S. H. King of the class of '99, who is
now teacher of botany in the I.,ansing High
school, visited the college March 22 - 2 5.
S. C. A.
Y. W. C. A.

During the past quarter we have welcomed
to a participation in our services the following
association workers : Miss Mildred Mitchell,
General Secretary Ypsilanti City Association ;
Miss Margaret Van Fleet, General Secretary
Jackson Association ; Miss Bertha Buschman,
Extensibn Secretary, Detroit Association, and
Mrs. Bertha Bellows Streeter, former General
Secretary of our College Association.
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The talk on :'\1ission work in India, given
by :Miss Easton at one of our late \Vednesday
evening ser\'ices was very instrucfr;:e. 1Iiss
Easton's keen obsen·ation and study of Indian
life as she saw it, enabled her to speak in a
most intelligent manner regarding mission
work in that country. As a result of this
meeting, pledges toward the support of the
work in India to the amount of $60 were
made.
Professor Strong has kindly consented to take
charge of a union mission study class for the
coming quarter. The course will be a bio
graphical one, the class meeting every other
week during the quarter. With such an
experienced leader the interest will be sus
tained and every session a profitable one.
The regular evening service has been
changed to a meeting of forty-five minutes,
beginning at 6 : 15 and closing at 7 o'clock.
Let us as far as possible prevent other engage
ments from encroaching on this short service.
Our college life is a busy one. Some spend
their time in seeking to gain a knowledge of
the complexities of the scit!nces, others to
better understand the languages ancient and
modern ; still other appointments claim their
share of attention ; but in the midst of these
demands it will pay to remember this mid
week service.
At the annual meeting held March 14,
occurred the election of officers for the ensuing
year. The result is as follows : President,
Eva June ; vice- president, Iva Bliss ; treasurer,
Una Gage ; secretary, Jessie Hare. The new
officers will appreciate much your most hearty
cooperation and earnest prayers in carrying
on the work of our association, and in making
the coming year the most prosperous in its
history.
\'. :II. C. A.

President Jones talked to young men on
" Christian Manliness" at the last meeting of
the winter quarter. We had a good attend
ance and a very profitable meeting.
The new officers assumed their duties this
quarter. President McKay is thoroughly in

earnest and we predict a very prosperous year
for the association.

E. A . Mowry has been reappointed chairman
of Bible Study committee. There is probably
no other man in the association who is so well
prepared for this work.
Lyceum

The evening of March 20 marked the close
of a very successful quarter' s work of the
Lyceum. The three societies met in joint
session in the Crescent rooms and each society
contributed its share to the program. From
the Crescent society was an oration by Mr.
Rivett and a piano duet by Miss Stewart and
Miss Lee. Miss Paulson ably represented
the Olympic society with a recitation, as did
Pearl Benedict with a vocal solo and Iva Bliss
with an instrumental solo. The Atheneums
were represented by Miss Tracy and �fr.
Graham with a recitation and essay respectively.
The one minute extemporaneous speeches
added much to the spice of the program. Dur
ing recess the members of the different socie
ties sought to become better acquainted.
The union meeting was a fitting close to the
term's work, after the friendly rivalry that had
been aroused between the societies during the
quarter by the debates and contests.
The attendance at the meetings of the
Lycettm has been unusually large this winter
and the members are enthusiastic over the
work.
Fraternities
rr KAPPA SIGMA

The Sorority spent the evening of March 7
very pleasantly with :Misses Hopkins and Van
Camp. After the dainty lunch, Miss Hopkins,
as toastmistress called for responses from Miss
Brown, Miss Pratt and Miss Holt.

On the evening of March 2 1 , the Sorority
had an informal meeting at the \Voo<lman
House, and bestowed on Miss May Hitchcock
the Pi Kappa Sigma colors, turquoise and
gold.

THE :N'OR::1-I AL COLT.EGE NEWS

�iss Clara Southworth and :Mr. Avery
Jenks of Ovid, Mich . , were married Wednes
day afternoon, March 25, at the home of the
bride's parents.
Miss Mable Skentleburv spent a part of her
vacation with friends in Ypsilanti.
Miss Stella Baker will spend the remainder
of the year studying in the Joseph Gies' Art
School in Detroit.
Miss Lowden returned from Mt. Pleasant to
spend the vacation with her family.

Miss Bird has been engaged as contralto in
the Forest Ave. Presbyterian church in Detroit.
ZETA PHI

The Sorority met on Saturday, March 2 1 ,
with Miss VanCleve, and three initiates were
taken into full membership-Miss Murry, Miss
Andrews and Miss Robertson. Following the
office of initiation, the members all adjourned
to St. Luke's House, where supper was served
:at eight o ' clock. Miss Clarke announced Miss
Patterson as toastmaster, who called for
responses from Miss Lilly, Miss Rudd, Mrs.
Van Tuy], Miss Ballou &nd Miss Walton.
The guests of honor were Mrs. Van Tuyl (nee
Jenness) , Mrs. Knapp (nee Woodman) and
Miss Ballou.
SIGMA NU PHI

On Thursday evening, ).farch 5, Mrs.
Mabel Falconer, Louise Patterson, and Mar
garet Blessing entertained the Sorority at their
rooms on Ellis St. During the evening five
new members were pledged.
Miss Bertha Goodison delightfully enter
tained in honor of the pledge-members, on
March 17.
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The regular initiation was held at the home
of Sorority's Patroness, Mrs. Sherzer, on
March 26, when Misses Alice Bordeman,
Marie Gareissen, Frances Van Hess, Bess
O 'Dwyer, Irene 1\Iogford, and Anne Collenein,
were welcomed as sisters in the Sigma Nu Phi.
At the banquet which followed the initia
tion, the president, Mabel Falconer, acted as
toastmaster, and very informally called for
the toasts:"Our Xew Members, "-Lena Bostwick.
"Our Patroness," (poem)-Mabel Eagle.
"A Faculty Member's Idea of Initiation , "
-Miss Bordeman and Miss Gareissen.
"Just a Common Girl's Idea of Initiation , ' '
-Bess O' Dwyer and Irene Mogford.
"Our Talents, " -Amy Hoag.
PHI DELTA PI NOTES

The fraternity took supper with Professor
Hoyt, at the church house, Saturday evening,
March 2 1 . Afterward the evening was spent
at his home. The genial Professor proved
himself to be a resourceful entertainer, and it
was with many regrets that the fraternity bade
him farewell, for he was shortly to leaye for
an extended stay in Europe. The brothers
will miss him greatly during his absence
because he is a worthy and excellent patron.
Mr. F. 11. Churchill, of Detroit, was shak
ing bands with his friends here during the
last week of March.

G. C. Smith got a hair-cut during Yacation.
The barber did as good a job as possible con sidering the amount of surface uncovered and
the remuneration. Smith says that he pur
chased the shingle at a second-hand store in
Tipton.

Ten Albion College students , not up in
their work, and not in college for business,
were notified not to return this term. That's
right.
Colleges should not be made loafing
grounds. -,11oderalor.

The Sophomore medics of the University
baye adopted the honor system in examina
tions. The students are 110 longer under the
professor's eye during examination, but each
must sign a voucher for honesty, and pledge
himself to report any cribbing he may see to a
student committee
Iowa State Xormal School will have a new
$75,000 gymnasium.

The Chisel, published by the students of
the \:Vom:tn's College, Richmond, Va. , is one
of the most enjoyable magazines that comes
to our table.
The literary tone of the paper
is excellent ; the department notes full and
interesting, and the drawings give a very
artistic appearance to the whole.

One teacher writes us for "a copy of the
poem by Hawthorne, entitled 'The Great
Stone Fence. ' ' '-1J1oderalor.

The Febntary Inlander contains an inter esting exposition of the ' ' Honor System at
the Gniversity of Virginia, ' ' by Mr. Heber
D. Curtis.

The Quest

Much that I baye reached for bas left me naught but tears,
Much that I haye gathered has vanished with the years;
Much that other hearts have found, my heart could never know,
Much has lured my fancy on, to cheat me with its sbo,v.
It may be all my seeking will miss the thing that ' s best;
Perhaps 1 fe ' s secret lies at hand, so near I ne'er have guessed.
I know my eyes have caught afar a glimpse of some fair day
That time has failed to bring me, or, in bringing failed to stay.
But I hold it good to keep the hope, to revel in the strain,
I hold it good to risk the loss, to scorn to count the gain ;
For in the longing and the stress, the failure and rebuff,
To feel the glory of the search is joy and life enough.

-Mary Lowell in the Inlander

..
AD\'ERTISE1IE:-;"TS

5YAL5DQKT�5 Repairing
D R \I Q S T 0 1' 1:
FOR THE BEST 0-, EVERYTHING lK

f)RUGS, PERFUMES, and
TOILET ARTICLES
The Leadln1 Prescription Store of the City

J J 2 Congress St.

Duane Spalsbury

Poot
Ease.

eur New Shoe
Department

SEE
THAT THIS

TRADE MARK
IS BRAND ED
ON EVERY
SHOE.
Welted Sole.
Extension Edito.
Low Heel.
Broad Shapely
Toe.
Exact Reproduction of thia Style SbN.

E. R. B E A L
DRUGGIST
224 Congress Street
Opera House Block

Has many attractive
bargains in up-to-date
Ladies' and Gents'
Foot wear. Our Jineof
Queen Quality Shoes
for ladies will please
you ; we also have a
good assortment of
Gym. Footwear.
We are headquarters
for Lamps, China an<l
Bazaar Goods.

C. D. O'Connor &. Co.
Sc and lOc store

New

and Second
Hand
Normal Books

Help Ooe Aootbu
Mr. I\ Harnack, one of your
fell ow students, is agent for
the White Laundry. Putron
ize him and help orie of your
number along. I le collects
and delivers.
: : : :

The White Laundry,
B. L. Hayden. Vrop.

I s a n important branch of
our business. vVe give es
pecial attention to repairing
Watches, Clocks and Jewel
ry. We try to have our work
give satisfaction such as will
win your confidence if you
leave your repairing with us.

FRANK SHOWERMAN
JEWELER

9 N. Huron St.
j CLASS PINS
M. N. C. PINS
SOUVENIR SPOONS

YI.

G. Spalding &

'Bros.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN THJ;: WORLD
OF OFFICIAI. ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

Base Ball
Lawn Tennis
Field Hockey
Golf
Official Athletic Implements
..

mustrated Catalo1t11c of Sports Malled
fttc to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

New YlWA Chica%O I.Denver Buffalo

Baltimore

"The Boys' Store"
is a Dry Goods Store at 10::a Congress
and I I Huron Sts., Ypsilanti. People
call it the Boys• Store and they will
tell you that it is a reliable place to
buy D R Y O O O D S.
We should like to have all the students
prove the fact for themselves.

DAVIS & KISHLAR.

:\ DVF.RTISBJ.\IENTS

u. of M. PUlowa 1 1..IVERV & T R JI N� FP, R

:Norm.I Plllowe

WtslfaJ{, Son & WMte, Propr's

71isses 'l'J. fr E. Simpson
lU.AOQU�nt.'IL'ltS 1'0:lt 'J'!TLLINE1tY AND 1!i'INC'I

OPEN ALL NIGHT

GOOfJS

aoe 00Nca11•••

PIIONJt 331

15 Gad 17 South Woshin21on St.

A. W. Elliott

YPSILANTI, MICH•

•••Dealer In...

MISS LOHR ..... .

WOOD, COAL, COKE oncl CHARCOAL

P bas opeu ed #I

Phone 277·2 R.

lJ7 Congress St.

ee.

DRESSMAKING PARLORS
•

P at P

©ccftientnl lbotcl . • •

36 N. HUJ\01'' ST.

•

Meal Tidiets 2 1 meals $6.00

Day board $5.00 per weel\

BANQUETS

and

SUPPERS

a S p e cialty I

WOMA"i'S FXCHANGE
Occidental Block

Home Baking. Cnteriug uud Order� for Suppe�� �ad
Spreads a Specialty. Art. 1:·a11cy Goods and lo1lct
Preparations
TELEPIIONK 216
il)rs. <tarrlc :l!rott, roanag,r

J. CLARK • • •
ci&nbfes

i

and solicits the patronage of the � orma 1 Students
FRENCH £.VENING GOWNS A SPECIALTY

....

Work do,1e

I .....

<tbas.

1kfng

"hort notice

1902

a <to.

GRt>CBBRS
lha"'7 in Portland andLMU"11u CffWIII.
Ctlldlr# Plluur. tllld Pltumil,6 &lit

IOI 9oae..... lh.

1 11 Congres• St.

0"

ADV ERTISEMEX'tS

Plowers . . . .

GOODS CALLl!:D FOil AND DELlVl:.llED

F. J. Miller

eholce
eut
Flowers

Pl

Norton's Greenhouses

e.

Lowell St.

F.

-

Cleanlnli D:i,eln...
and Jlep•lrln11

Po.nls Pressed 1 0 0
Sulta Preaaed S O o

TAILOR

Pl

Over Jenks' Shee Store
Cor. Huron and Con11re I s
Ladies' Skirts Cle11.ned and Pressed
SATISFACTION GUAI\ANTf:.E.D

205 S. Washington St,

END ERS' 1\RT ST0 RE

See my stock of Frames, 'Mat tin� 11n<l �lounting Boards, Racks, Penny Picture� for School work,
Charcoal Paper and Charcoal, \\Tater Color Paper and Water Colors ; all kinds of Artists' ma
terials, Stationery, Tablets and fine Box Paper. Our Sc Envelopes are extra good.

We would like to sell you a Lucky Curve Fountain Pen. It writes 12,000 words with one tilling
If you want pen peace, use a Parker Pen. Warranted perfect or no sale. When you are buying
presents, see what you can get at our store.

230 eongress St.

•

•

•

YVSIL11NTI, Mien •

Job Printers
B I N D ERS
eend a repreaentatlv• to ft•u•e ••
any work you may have la view

Attractive Commerolt.1 Print!...
our apeolahy

Scharf Tag, Label & Box Co.

-

ADVRRTISEM�NTS

Beranek. � Arnet
'Fine

Custom

'Iailors

'Ao matter wbat l20Ut wants

wlll he pleaaed to ebow you the

are in a1oaks or Skirts we can

Largest Line of Domestic and
Imported Woolen Goods
in the City.
,

,

0Ter U. S. Express 0£fice

,

�

Rates $2.00

The Old Reliable

STUDENTS

S�\lfry Club

please \'.!OU

: : :

: :

:

:

Beall, Comstock � Co.
)1-J7 Huron Street, ntxt to Post Off,ct

No. 1 55

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
YPSILANTI, MICHICAN

415 Perrin Street

Strlctly First-Class Board

Ona Block East of Norm�

!Qpstlanti $a\'ings 1l3anh
comet ctongrees an� 'l>uron SU

Capita! $751 000.00
Surplua and Undivided Profit• $85,000
J, C. DeMosh

De MOSH & SON
HACK, LIVERY and
FBl!D STABLE •

lt)psflantt.

mtcbfgan No. 3 Congress St.

STUDENTS

• •

/Jon' t forget the famfliaJ, old
store,

O. B. Del'losh

•

•

Ths BazarBtte. We

_,,., it, stock or mil wdll'

Phone 84

Ypsllantl

E. D. MAYBE,E,
'JV..ormal 'Drayman

"6at,,,,. you wish.

The Ba.zarette

Phone 328-ZR

416 Brower S•

ADVERTISEMENTS

1P IN DOUBT AS

TO

WHETHER I

B A U M S TARK BROS .

HOME BAKERY
Now in position to furnish
you with the best of every
thing in our line.

AN •l,rln• ,-ou good aerTice, •••

H E G L U N D
The Graduate Optician and Refractionist

Hing Lee
CHINESE
LAUNDRY
epposlte Box Paetory
114 Pearl Street

Dewey Cafe
Regular Meals and Lunches on short orde1
Open day and night
16 N . Washington Street
Phone 232
ANNIE E. CORBEIL, Prop.

1

31 6 NORT H H U R O N S T R E E T
Phone 128

H. F AIR CHILD
City Meat M arket
PRO,-RIETOR 01'

Dl!ALER IN

SALT. F R ESH A N O SMOK E D M EATS,
POUL TRY. GAME A N D FISH

Special Atteniz"on Given to Studmls' Trade.
NO. 14 HURON ST,

COME IN, FELLOWS 1
We are located opposite the Hawkins
House, ,it the Old Stand. You are alway,
welcome. Our place has long been the

Headquarters for Students • ·.
The finest Three-Chair Shop in the City.
Shampooing and Hair Dressing a
Specialty.•.
,•,

Spreads and Catering

1

Keusch & Shefhard

Stubents' 1beabquarters
FOR
IS strictly first-class in all its appointments. Twelve
courses of study ; students assisted to good positions
u they become qualified. Call or write for catalog.
P . R. CLEARY, President

jfrutts
<ronfecttoner}?
<rr,otce <ranbtes
<Ibotce l3o.t <rant>tes �
@-gsters tu s e a s o n

3- o b n

GO TO

:JB r t c b e t t o

1 5 buron St., l!}psilnntl

and
JQJEf7M QRJEVE 'RestaurantLun
ch
AD\'ER'fISEMEN'l'S

·

����� �

I,

·

<J(oo m

Open �II night

The finest little dining room in
town.
Parties served on short notice.
Opposite 1>., Y., 91. !if. & ]. Waiting 'l{oom

'Fred Hixson,

First Class Chef In charge

40 E. Cross St.

Cor. Adams !Dd Congress

Students Go To

BOYCE, Tbe T�ilor

eor. Washington and eongress Sts.
Up � -

� CALL AT ,,.

WALLACE & CLARKE'S

Proprietor

JLBRJ & JGOSTOS
807 congress street
Specialty of

�OMf Sl��G�lfRfD MfAlS
Phone 40

Ypsilanti

JOHN VAN FOSSEN
I>ENTXST.

Office ever Densmore's Clothing Store
Corne1· Congress and Waibington
"t:c[cpbonc at 1Jousc

NORMAL STUDENTS
We shall endeavor to merit
your patronage as in the past

Do You Want to Rent a Piano ?

For all Kinds of

FURNITURE

Are you about to purchase a Mandolin or Guitar t
We have 500 ofthem on selection. Monthly
payments at no advance in price.

Ann Arbor Music Co.
209-2Jl E. Wuhhi,ton St.

Michigan State Normal eolleqe

G.,-mne.slum

Training School

Main Building

Starkweather nall

PJVB (:?E)URSBS

ARB

eonse, vatory
t,PPEllBO

A Preparatory (second grade certificate) course-one year.
!l A Five Year Certificate Course- t'iree years.
3 A Life Certificate Course-four yes rs.
4 A l.ife Certificate Course (for H. S. Graduatu)-two years.
A De2Tee Course (for H, S. Graduates)-four yf'ars.

The registration fee is i, on per term: !9 00 per vear. Hoard
nrny be had for $1 75 to $3.00 pt-r week. lluom rent for 50c to
fl.O'l each.
Three hundred 1rrnd11nte• and 11ndn1rrad·,ntes. 1!'0 into the
school" of 1hr �tall:' n1111untly, a� t,:acherK, from the k.iudcrKart
cu thrOnih the, hi'!h o.;chool.
!'or the Year Book or furiher in formation •end to
L. H. Joues, Prea , Vpallantl, Mloh,
Or to the Clerk or the Normal Colle2e.
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.Student,
I can please you

SPO R T I N G
-

We carry a complete line
of Gloves. Mitts and Balls
both Sp a 1 d i n g ' s nnd
Reach's,
Look us
over before b u y i n go_.

Ifectal awarded at State
and National Conven•
tions, »98, for posing,
lighting and grouping.
I sell Amateurs' Sup
plies, Kodaks, P1atcs,
Paper, Cards and all
Fini.shine
ChcmicaJs.
for the trade.

Rogers-we1nmaan-maunews co.;

WA TERJ1AN
Photographer

BOOKS� DRUGS AND WALL PAPER
'J:''IIV'o &"tore•
111 CONGRESS ST,
29 llarOll St.
(C. w. R...,. & C.J

fJV..ormal

Store

(Wchunenn 4 M•ttllcwa(

Fountain
Pens
and
Finest
Stationery

'llook
.

Gooos

�

In the city

Call and
Examine
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